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SARA BLACKWELL IS AN IT HERO 

Sara Blackwell is the best thing that has 

happened to IT workers. We LOVE Sara 

Blackwell. Why? She is the lawyer in the Disney 

case, she is persistent and organizes IT people 

like no other. She is genuine and sincere in her 

intent to stop the injustice and Protect US 

Workers.  

Provided is everything you wanted to know about Sara Blackwell and wanted 

to ask. 

It was a bad publicity year for Corporate America in 2015 and 2016. The voters 

in the political and social media world did not take kindly to widespread layoffs 

in the technology and manufacturing sectors. Suddenly the word H-1B 

became known to the public at large. Now it seems like everybody has heard 

about the possibility of losing your job while training a foreigner as your 

replacement, PURE HUMILIATION - WHAT KIND IF COUNTY DOES THIS TO IT’S 

OWN PEOPLE? 

CAN YOU IMAGINE LOSING YOUR JOB TO A FOREIGN WORKER AND THEN 

TRAINING THAT FOREIGN GUEST WORKER AS YOUR REPLACEMENT?  WE ASK 

ANYBODY READING THIS, HOW WOULD YOU LIKE IT? 

In the year 2015 Sara Blackwell legally slammed Disney for its vicious labor 

practices. The New York Times published a landmark article on the Disney 

debacle that prompted thousands of comments. The backlash against Disney 

continues throughout the country - it seems like everyone has heard about 

Disney firing of 200+ workers and having them train their Indian H1B 

replacements. It was a horrible act of corporate malfeasance performed by a 

company founded on American Main Street and family values. The Magic 

Kingdom lost its magic. And when that old magic door knocked, Sara 

Blackwell opened that door and walked in with a RICO EEOC lawsuit that 

shook up corporate America. Instantly, the IT community found its heroine. We 

found a spokeswoman who has with passion and a message and a knack for 

media attention. It was media attention that spawned articles in the New York 

Times, COMPUTER WORLD and numerous publications around the world. Her 
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media savvy included numerous national radio and TV interviews, videos and 

organized street protest events.  

Information Technology people used to hide in the closet and cry when they 

heard that H-1B or outsourcing was coming and they would conceal 

knowledge from the press for fear of reprisal by the Corporate Greed Country 

Club. Those days are over Corporate America; IT people are on the phone to 

Sara Blackwell. If the media and Sara Blackwell can find out about planned H-

1B layoffs ASAP, a possibility exists that the company will not proceed with the 

layoffs; unlikely, but possible; IT people are now speaking out, the SunTrust 

workers did, the SunNOTrust executives apparently got caught off guard. They 

took a PR beating. This trend continues with Sara’s encouragement. Sara 

Blackwell was there to provide assistance to the brave canned SunTrust 

employees. Sara Blackwell was there for IT workers being canned at Mass 

Mutual Life Insurance, Eversource, Emblem Health Insurance, New York Life, 

Abbott Labs and UNUM and many more. Sara Blackwell is on the phone every 

day with IT workers providing legal assistance and support. That is why Sara 

Blackwell is an IT HERO. 

Sara Blackwell has accomplished so much for the IT community, often PRO 

BONO. 

In case one may have not noticed, a trend is detectable. Back in the old days, 

Computer World articles came flying in - More IT Workers Canned. Nothing 

said, too bad so sad, the news fades away. IT workers lose their jobs and the 

companies are happy and nobody raises a fuss. Fast forward to today. What 

we see now is that IT workers who are in jeopardy are executing two prime 

objectives.  

First, IT workers are speaking out to the media and Computer World and Sara 

Blackwell.  This is part of an overall strategy in the country to inform the media 

ASAP of corporate layoff cruelty.  The sooner the communication, the better 

the means for LEVERAGE. This leverage can be utilized in the POLITICAL and 

SOCIAL MEDIA platforms. Leverage used for a positive outcome. 

Second, Sara Blackwell and her troops enter the picture. The game plan is 

LEGAL plus PUBLIC RELATION’s, VIDEOS, SOCIAL MEDIA and COMMUNICATION 

to besieged workers - WE GOT YOUR BACK. This Corporate Madness Must Stop  

- WE WILL DO A FULL COURT PRESS. 

Now, a new higher level of H-1B = BAD has entered the MEDIA Cloud. The 

numbers of articles about H-1B L-1 F-1 OPT and all the visas type have 

multiplied significantly. Shockingly, even the Washington Post had a H-1B 

article. I guess they felt left out. POLITICO has chimed in with H-1B. Thanks much 
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to Sara we are moving in the right direction. Slowly and with persistence 

traction is gained. 

The following is a chronological set of SAITJ news posts from June of 2015 to July 

of 2016. It is a stunning and amazing ride. Before Sara Blackwell entered the 

scene, WE WERE IN NOWHERE LAND WITH NOBODY. Now we are in 

SOMEWHERE LAND with a purpose and a goal of ending these horrible 

economic events.  Sara Blackwell will lead us out of H-1B and L-1 and F-1 OPT 

Hell and into the Promised Land. God is on her side. 
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ABOUT SARA BLACKWELL 

 

Sara Blackwell teaches Employment Law at University of South Florida in Tampa 

and she is a published author. Sara Blackwell has worked for large defense 

firms and for the United States of America for most of her legal career. Ms. 

Blackwell recently started her own firm for the purpose of being able to provide 

quality, fair priced, employment and legal representation on a personal level. 

Clients, whether companies or individuals, deserve personal attention, 

accessibility to their attorney and quality representation at a fair price. 

http://theblackwellfirm.com/about-us/ 

 

  

http://theblackwellfirm.com/about-us/
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SARA BLACKWELL WEB SITE MISSION – PROTECT 

US WORKER JOBS 

 

 

http://www.protectusworkers.org 

  

http://www.protectusworkers.org/
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SARA BLACKWELL FACEBOOK MISSION – 

PROTECT US WORKER JOBS 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/ProtectUSWorkers/ 

  

https://www.facebook.com/ProtectUSWorkers/
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SARA BLACKWELL TWITTER MISSION – PROTECT US 

WORKER JOBS 

 

 

https://twitter.com/4US_Workers 

 

  

https://twitter.com/4US_Workers
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SARA BLACKWELL’S ADVENTURE STARTS WITH THIS 

LANDMARK NEW YORK TIMES DISNEY LAYOFF ARTICLE 

June 3, 2015 at 11:15am 

 

American IT Workers Training their H1-B Replacements and then becoming 

unemployed hits the Big Time Media World of the New York Times! Tomorrow 

Land is Today Land of Tinker Bell Hell and humiliation for IT workers training their 

replacements. 

Walt Disney is rolling in his grave, here is some article highlights: 

“The employees who kept the data systems humming in the vast Walt Disney 

fantasy fief did not suspect trouble when they were suddenly summoned to 

meetings with their boss.” 

“But the layoffs at Disney and at other companies, including the Southern 

California Edison power utility, are raising new questions about how businesses 

and outsourcing companies are using the temporary visas, known as H-1B, to 

place immigrants in technology jobs in the United States. These visas are at the 

center of a fierce debate in Congress over whether they complement 

American workers or displace them.” 
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 “While families rode the Seven Dwarfs Mine Train and searched for Nemo on 

clamobiles in the theme parks, these workers monitored computers in industrial 

buildings nearby, making sure millions of Walt Disney World ticket sales, store 

purchases and hotel reservations went through without a hitch. Some were 

performing so well that they thought they had been called in for bonuses.” 

“Instead, about 250 Disney employees were told in late October that they 

would be laid off. Many of their jobs were transferred to immigrants on 

temporary visas for highly skilled technical workers, who were brought in by an 

outsourcing firm based in India. Over the next three months, some Disney 

employees were required to train their replacements to do the jobs they had 

lost.” 

“I just couldn’t believe they could fly people in to sit at our desks and take over 

our jobs exactly,” said one former worker, an American in his 40s who remains 

unemployed since his last day at Disney on Jan. 30. “It was so humiliating to 

train somebody else to take over your job. I still can’t grasp it.” 

“Former employees said many immigrants who arrived were younger 

technicians with limited data skills who did not speak English fluently and had 

to be instructed in the basics of the work.” 

https://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/04/us/last-task-after-layoff-at-disney-train-

foreign-replacements.html? 

On June 8, 2015 at 4:05 pm New York Times readers posted nearly 2,800 

comments in response to Disney Magic Kingdom of H1-B Hell article, many 

expressing deep suspicion of the H-1B visa program, which aims to place 

immigrants in high-skill jobs that cannot be filled by Americans. The article was 

also the number one e-mailed article for over 20 hours. People “Get It”, the 

billionaire and power class in Washington DC do not “Get It”; layoffs continue.  

The article about the comments itself generated over 2,800 comments. The 

Times acknowledged it was one of the biggest outpouring of comment 

Here are some of the juicy ones captured at the moment: 

https://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/04/us/last-task-after-layoff-at-disney-train-

foreign-replacements.html - commentsContainer 

SARA BECAME THE LAWYER FOR THE DISNEY IT WORKERS DISGRACEULLY LAID OFF 

AND TOLD TO REPLACE THEIR INDIAN REPLACEMENTS TO RECEIVE SEVERENCE. 

MANY OF THE INDIANS HAD JUST FLOWN IN THE NIGHT BEFORE TO FLORIDA. IT 

WAS EVIDENT THAT HCL AND DISNEY WENT TO GREAT DEGREE OF COOPERATION 

AND COLLBORATION IN ORDER TO BYPASS US LABOR LAWS. SARA BLACKWELL 

THINKS OUT OF THE BOX. SHE THINKS RICO. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/04/us/last-task-after-layoff-at-disney-train-foreign-replacements.html?
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/04/us/last-task-after-layoff-at-disney-train-foreign-replacements.html?
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/04/us/last-task-after-layoff-at-disney-train-foreign-replacements.html#commentsContainer
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/04/us/last-task-after-layoff-at-disney-train-foreign-replacements.html#commentsContainer
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SARA BLACKWELL ON THE INDIAN SERVICES 

FIRMS DISCRIMATION 

October 2, 2015 at 6:35pm 

 

Guess What American IT Workers Discriminated by Indian Firms:   The blatant 

discrimination of the monstrous and mean-spirited India-based IT services firms, 

Infosys and Tata Consultancy Services has been ignored or shoved aside by 

Corporate America for years. This is not the America in which a wide 

distribution of workers is expected in companies according to race and 

gender.  The big corporations that utilize Infosys and Tata are engaged in mass 

discrimination by default by contracting with these H1B slave labor companies. 

These companies are 99% Indian, and finally fed up IT workers who have 

already trained their H1B IT replacements and are on the street unemployed, 

have gone to court. 

“Some U.S. IT workers who have been replaced with H-1B contractors are 

alleging discrimination and are going to court. They are doing so in increasing 

numbers.” 

“Separately, there are ongoing court cases alleging discrimination against two 

of the largest India-based IT services firms, Infosys and Tata Consultancy 

Services. The federal judges in each of cases have given a green light for the 

plaintiffs to proceed after rejecting dismissal efforts.” 

 http://www.computerworld.com/article/2988621/it-careers/increasingly-u-s-it-

workers-are-alleging-discrimination.html 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/2988621/it-careers/increasingly-u-s-it-workers-are-alleging-discrimination.html
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2988621/it-careers/increasingly-u-s-it-workers-are-alleging-discrimination.html
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SARA BLACKWELL @ DISNEY STREET PROTEST 

October 19, 2015 at 1:18pm 

 

 

IT Workers Unite in a Disney Protest in Florida - OCT 17: The Disney H1-B layoffs 

anger continues to be an outrage as BOYCOTT ORGANIZERS Jack Oliver and 

Mark Arnold (Bless ‘em) organize protest on Disney Way Blvd in Orlando. Dismal 

Way should be the street name. The greed and cruelty of Disney has become 

THE symbol of the UGLY 1% America. They ask the question to all Americans? 

CAN YOU IMAGINE LOSING YOUR JOB TO A FOREIGN WORKER AND THEN 

TRAINING THAT FOREIGN GUEST WORKER AS YOUR REPLACEMENT?  WE ASK 

ANYBODY READING THIS, HOW WOULD YOU LIKE IT? 

The Boycott Disney explains they’re rational: 

 “Disney is the quintessential picture of an American business success story. 

Walt Disney hired America's best and brightest. They built Disney into the 

success it is today and now Disney's best and brightest are fired by Disney and 

forced to train their foreign replacements.” 

 “We believe Disney's success can largely be attributed to the patronage of 

American families visiting Disney theme parks, watching Disney movies, and 

buying Disney products. We believe Disney showed little concern for American 
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workers and their families when they made the decision to fire their American 

workers and replace them with foreign workers simply as a cost cutting 

measure.” 

 “As American companies shed their employees in favor of foreign workers who 

work for a fraction of the cost; part of the sole that is the American middle class 

is being shed also. No matter the political or economic spin that proponents of 

the H-1B program put on importing cheap foreign labor, replacing American 

workers that excel in their job with foreign workers is wrong. As Disney goes, so 

goes corporate America. It's time to draw a line in the sand.” 

 “With headlines about Disney giving their CEO Bob Iger a 12.2 million dollar 

raise and Disney raking in 2.2 Billion dollars in profits with their American 

employees it's impossible for Disney to justify firing American workers for 

cheaper foreign workers.” 

They let be known and call out there 1% Greed Machine, flat off the web 

page: 

 “Disney CEO and President Bob Iger also sits on the board of the Partnership 

for a New American Economy with the likes of Rupert Murdoch, former mayor 

of San Antonio Julian Castro whose mother co-founded La Raza, Michael 

Bloomberg, former mayor of NYC, President and CEO of United States-Mexico 

Chamber of Commerce Al Zapanta, Founder and CEO of Facebook and co-

founder of FWD US Mark Zuckerberg, and many other mayors and CEO's from 

across America.” 

 “The Partnership for a New American Economy and FWD.US exists for the sole 

reason to create a large and steady supply of cheap foreign labor.” 

Their web site and Facebook pages if full of information to educate IT workers 

in fighting back against the likes of Marco Rubio, and the Filthy Rich, many of 

which live in Florida. The story in Florida, the rich get richer and the poor get 

poorer. Hey it is warm in Florida, will code for candy bar and sleep in the park 

next to the palms. 
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SARA BLACKWELL HELPS SUNTRUST WORKERS 

October 20, 2015 at 1:54am 

 

SunTrust Shocker: Massive H-1B LAYOFFS -100 IT Workers canned: New twist, you 

have to be on call for 2 years and be available for face-to-face meetings to 

assist the Indians with NO PAY in order to get severance pay.  This on top of the 

knowledge transfer, being replaced by a young cheap foreign know nothing 

guest workers.  The SunTrust severance clause of being on call to facilitate 

technical problem solving for two years with no pay is a whole new level of 

corporate H-1B humiliation.  

If you thought Disney and SOCAL Edison was bad, SunTrust is now NUMBER ONE 

in corporate H-1B hell abuse.   

I QUOTE our CW hero Patrick:  

 “SunTrust Banks in Atlanta is laying off about 100 IT workers as it moves work 

offshore. But this layoff is unusual for what it is asking of the soon-to-be 

displaced workers: The bank's severance agreement requires terminated 

employees to remain available for two years to provide help if needed, 

including in-person assistance, and to do so without compensation.” 

 “Many of the affected IT employees, who are now training their replacements, 

have years of experience and provide the highest levels of technical support. 

The proof of their ability may be in the severance requirement, which gives the 

bank a way to tap their expertise long after their departure.” 

THIS IS THE MIND BLOWING PART: 

 “The bank's severance includes a "continuing cooperation" clause for a period 

of two years, where the employee agrees to "make myself reasonably 

available" to SunTrust "regarding matters in which I have been involved in the 
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course of my employment with SunTrust and/or about which I have knowledge 

as a result of my employment at SunTrust." 

ComputerWorld obtained a copy of the severance agreement clauses from 

affected employees. This is work place terror. 

 “This assistance can be by telephone or in-person meetings, and provided 

without "additional consideration or compensation of any kind," it says.” 

"How do they think this is acceptable?" said one affected IT worker about the 

clause. He couldn't fathom how the bank can cut its IT staff and yet insist that 

former workers be available to fix problems.” 

NOW GET READY FOR THIS - YOU GET CANNED AND ON CALL FOR TWO YEARS 

AND YOU DO NOT GET PAID, EAT THOSE COOKIES - DRINK THE KOOL-AID - IT IS 

BITTER SWALLOW: 

“Sara Blackwell, a Florida attorney who is representing Disney workers in a 

discrimination complaint after they were replaced by foreign workers, said the 

SunTrust "contract requires them to be on call for two years and they agree to 

not be paid for any time used to assist the company." 

 “However, if the company called them and did not pay them, that is "a clear 

violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act," she said. That law establishes wage 

standards. There may be exceptions for participation in certain aspects of 

litigation, but Blackwell said, "this clause is too broad" and is likely 

unenforceable. 

I HAVE A FUNNY FEELING - Here Comes the Sun, LAWSUITS R 4 SUNTRUST. 

SunTrust has now replaced Disney and SO CAL Edison as the WORST 

Outsourcing / H1-B company in this country. They have the gall to ruin IT 

workers lives, families with mortgages, children in college, now their lives in 

chaos.  The cruelty of SunTrust is IMMORAL and customers should withdraw their 

SunTrust accounts. 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/2994787/it-careers/bank-s-severance-

deal-requires-it-workers-to-be-on-call-for-two-years.html 

  

http://www.computerworld.com/article/2994787/it-careers/bank-s-severance-deal-requires-it-workers-to-be-on-call-for-two-years.html
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2994787/it-careers/bank-s-severance-deal-requires-it-workers-to-be-on-call-for-two-years.html
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DISNEY CANNED IT WORKERS IN VIDEO 

October 29, 2015 at 1:44pm 

Disney IT Worker Video by local Florida Media brings out the human dimension 

and is a compelling summary of what is going on in STEM. Look how young the 

Disney IT workers are, they are crushed, They were the Magic behind the Magic 

Kingdom, Disney = Disgraceful and Deplorable: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LAHtNQo3eog 

 

SARA BLACKWELL EXPLAINS NEW KT DRUG 

November 6, 2015 at 12:43pm 

 

KT - Street Drug of H1B Hell: Knowledge Transfer is path to IT Worker Overdose to 

Unemployment Hell in the World of H1B Abuse as smart and capable IT Pros 

and their younger STEM grads find out - KT is the heroin of the workplace, 

except heroin, is voluntary, KT is forced down your throat. Once again it is 

Breitbart News that is on the beat giving the heat. Sara Blackwell, Disney lawyer 

explains. QUOTE: 

 “Right now all of the technology jobs, 90 percent of them are being filtered to 

H-1B visa holders here and then off-shoring to other countries. Knowledge 

transfer is what we’re doing,” Blackwell said during an interview with SiriusXM’s 

Breitbart News Daily.” 

Disney forced KT on this employee: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LAHtNQo3eog
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 “Technology companies across the country are replacing American 

employees and “transferring” their knowledge to foreign guest workers, 

according to Sara Blackwell, an attorney for Disney employees replaced by 

foreign workers, and Leo Perrero, a former Disney employee.” 

KT is the drug of choice in corporate America to feed IT Workers and toss them 

into rehab clinics of unemployment withdraw. It is the corporate America 

weapon of mass employment destruction. 

Sara Blackwell I QUOTE: 

 “Twenty-six percent right now of IT college students in America are working in 

the IT field,” she said. “There is no job security. The pay rate has not changed 

since like 2000, it’s actually gone down for most people. But they’re off-shoring. 

We are knowledge transferring. The Americans are transferring our knowledge 

to these foreign workers. They’re taking it overseas.” 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/11/05/ex-disney-worker-

attorney-warn-knowledge-transfer-foreign-guest-workers/ 

SARA BLACKWELL IS THE NEW LEGAL SUPER 

WOMAN 

November 24, 2015 at 10:08am 

Disney IT Workers Unite in a EEOC Lawsuit! Sara Blackwell is Legal Super 

Woman! CW Patrick reports “At least 23 former Disney IT workers have filed 

complaints with the federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 

(EEOC) over the loss of their jobs to foreign replacements. This federal filing is a 

first step to filing a lawsuit alleging discrimination.” 

 “These employees are making discrimination claims with the EEO under Title VII 

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, citing in part "hostile treatment in forcing the 

Americans to train their replacements." The claims include discrimination based 

on national origin and age.” 

Sara Blackwell, you GOTTA Love Her! 

 “In the ongoing conflict over U.S. worker displacements, this may well be the 

largest number of people to take action in this manner. "I'm hoping that it 

signifies that American workers are being brave and standing up and doing 

something about it," said Blackwell.” 

The usual Disney Corporate America BS, CW QUOTE:  

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/11/05/ex-disney-worker-attorney-warn-knowledge-transfer-foreign-guest-workers/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/11/05/ex-disney-worker-attorney-warn-knowledge-transfer-foreign-guest-workers/
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 “A Disney spokeswoman, Jacquee Wahler, in an email response to the EEOC 

claims, said: "We comply with all applicable employment laws. We are 

expanding our IT department and adding more jobs for U.S. IT workers."   

If you believe that you believe in the Easter Bunny and the Tooth Fairy. 

The greed and cruelty of Disney has become THE symbol of the UGLY 1% 

America.  Other selfish cruel US Corporations, beware, the same bad publicity 

and public outcry and lawsuits awaits you if treat your IT staff like cardboard 

cartoon avatars. 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3007933/it-careers/two-dozen-disney-

it-workers-prepare-to-sue-over-foreign-replacements.html  

SARA BLACKWELL CALLS MARCO RUBIO A LIAR! 

November 25, 2015 at 11:08am 

 

Breitbart News Flash: “I think Sen. Rubio is a liar,” states Sara Blackwell, in an 

exclusive interview with Breitbart News about the Disney lawsuit as she slams 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3007933/it-careers/two-dozen-disney-it-workers-prepare-to-sue-over-foreign-replacements.html
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3007933/it-careers/two-dozen-disney-it-workers-prepare-to-sue-over-foreign-replacements.html
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the workers’ home state senator— Sen. Marco Rubio for pushing to triple the H-

1B visa to appease his “corporate donors.”. 

We have learned repeatedly the Marco the Water Boy for 1% America double 

talks about his H-1B policies. (As well as other topics, such as huge tax cuts for 

the 1%) 

Let us QUOTE Sara Blackwell; 

 “I think Sen. Rubio is a liar,” Blackwell said:” 

 “When you tell America that there are not enough qualified American 

workers— whether you are Mark Zuckerberg, or [Disney CEO] Bob Iger, or 

Marco Rubio— when you say that there aren’t enough qualified Americans 

while hundreds of qualified Americans are being fired, and replaced by less 

qualified foreigners, that’s a straight lie. And I think Rubio lies. And the only 

motivation I can imagine he has to do so is the support he gets from his 

corporate donors.” 

SLAM BANG BOOM - Hell Just Froze Over on Marco the Lying Water Boy! 

I QUOTE Sara Blackwell further: 

 “Blackwell tells Breitbart that the Disney employees are filing complaints with 

the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), which is a prerequisite 

to bringing forth a discrimination lawsuit. Blackwell explained that by 

terminating the Americans and forcing them to train their foreign 

replacements, the employees will make discrimination claims under the Title VII 

of the Civil Rights Act.” 

 “Blackwell says that getting the American workers the legal protections to 

which they are entitled to has been difficult given the top-down pressure to 

silence the displaced workers. “Most of the American workers that were 

terminated are afraid to come forward,” Blackwell said. “They’re afraid to 

speak, afraid to file a complaint. The tech industry is very unstable and they 

don’t want to be blacklisted, which does happen. Most of them are worried 

and scared to come forward.”” 

Little Marco, he recently insulted American IT at a recent debate, just to remind 

you. 

“In his lengthy response, Rubio suggested that there is a “gap” between the 

lesser talents of Americans and the superior talents of foreign workers. 

 “Rubio suggested that Americans would need further training before they 

would be qualified to fill certain jobs in their own country: “We need to get 

back to training people in this country to do the jobs of the 21st century… The 
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best way to close this gap is to modernize higher education so Americans have 

the skills for those jobs,” Rubio said. The “ideal scenario is to train Americans to 

do the work, so we don’t have to rely on people from abroad,” Rubio 

declared.” 

END QUOTE: 

Even Rubio dumbass aides chimed in on the skill level of IT engineers: 

QUOTE: 

 “The Rubio aide said:“ One of the problems you have with this, ‘Oh there’s 

American workers who are unemployed.’ There are American workers who, for 

lack of a better term, can’t cut it. There shouldn’t be a presumption that every 

American worker is a star performer. There are people who just can’t get it, 

can’t do it, don’t want to do it. And so you can’t obviously discuss that publicly 

because–.” 

At which point another Rubio aide jumped in asserting, “But the same is true for 

the high-skilled worker.” 

END QUOTE: 

It is clear the Marco the Wonder Boy is not popular in Florida and in Breitbart 

Media Kingdom Land. Breitbart provides plenty of quotes and references to 

prove their point.  

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/11/25/exclusive-attorney-

displaced-disney-workers-rubio-liar-appeasing-corporate-donors/ 

  

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/11/25/exclusive-attorney-displaced-disney-workers-rubio-liar-appeasing-corporate-donors/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/11/25/exclusive-attorney-displaced-disney-workers-rubio-liar-appeasing-corporate-donors/
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SARA BLACKWELL - 1200 NYC WORKERS IN HELL! 

November 27, 2015 at 1:15pm 

 

Breitbart News Flash: 1,200 NYC Workers training their replacements NOW and 

living in H1B Hell, per Sara Blackwell, the Florida attorney representing the 

former Disney workers that were replaced by foreign workers told Breitbart 

News Daily. They will suffer the same demise as the Disney workers. 

NYC and NJ and have been H-1B bastions for years, being an east coast guy, I 

have heard all the stories from my connections. It has been bad for the last 20 

years. The Wall Street banks invented a new equation GREED=BONUS check for 

Christmas. For NYC IT Workers, get your Salvation Army bell and bucket.  Will 

ring bell for food. 

America IT workers have been displaced by the thousands in Manhattan and 

the boroughs. New Jersey is really bad.  Connecticut is worse to horrible. The 

same type of uproar and fight that is occurring in Florida over H-1B needs to 
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happen in the NYC area.  I have seen a number of messages and seen post 

from anguished and unemployed IT Professionals the NYC area, 

I QUOTE Sara Blackwell: 

 “Right there in New York, 1,200 Americans are training their replacements” 

Blackwell said. Adding that it’s also, “happening at AT&T right now.” 

 “I think that it’s an immigration reform issue, but more than that it’s a 

discrimination issue, it’s an American issue,” Blackwell told Breitbart News Daily 

host Steve K. Bannon.” 

 “Blackwell also praised Breitbart News for being the only news outlet that has 

been writing about the issue of H-1B visas and the effect it’s having on 

American workers.” 

 “I don’t know why, the conservatives, the tea party, I don’t know why they are 

the only ones listening and talking about it. I had five or six different news 

channels calling, and news reporters calling, to write about the Disney issue. 

But only Breitbart would put in the actual issues. Why aren’t the liberals talking 

about how hundreds of thousands of Americans are losing their jobs?” 

I END QUOTE Sara Blackwell: 

Breitbart News is doing the work that the New York Times and the Daily News 

and the NY Post is NOT doing and have NOT been doing for YEARS! 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/11/26/lawyer-displaced-disney-

workers-1200-american-workers-n-y-training-foreign-replacements/ 

 

  

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/11/26/lawyer-displaced-disney-workers-1200-american-workers-n-y-training-foreign-replacements/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/11/26/lawyer-displaced-disney-workers-1200-american-workers-n-y-training-foreign-replacements/
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SARA BLACKWELL DISNEY LAWSUIT SPLASHES 

NEW YORK TIMES FRONT PAGE 

January 26, 2016 at 10:15am 

 

NYT News Flash: Disney H-1B Snowball in Hell Lawsuit Splats the Front Pages! In a 

lawsuit filed Monday, it is the first time CANNED IT workers have fought back 

with a BIG LEAGUE legal ACTION against the Corporate American Pigs! DISNEY 

Oink Oink. Hello DISNEY, this problem is NOT going AWAY, your reputation is 

DISMAL in this land.  
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Julia Preston hits the beat, reports on the displaced Disney IT workers H-1B 

discrimination lawsuit. Discusses the investigations by the Labor Department, 

the IEEE legal efforts, the IEEE petition we signed, the political landscape in 

regard to H-1B hell, the Visa fee increase for the poor Indian firms, Sara 

Blackwell quoted and Florida Senator Bill Nelson support his constituents - unlike 

Senator Marco “Water Boy” Rubio.  

NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS I QUOTE: 

 “The lawsuits by Mr. Perrero and Ms. Moore, who each filed a separate but 

similar class-action complaint on Monday, represent the first time Americans 

have gone to federal court to sue both outsourcing companies that imported 

immigrants and the American company that contracted with those businesses, 

claiming that they collaborated intentionally to supplant Americans with H-1B 

workers.” 

 “A furor over the layoffs in Orlando last January brought to light many other 

episodes in which American workers, mainly in technology but also in 

accounting and administration, said they had lost jobs to foreigners on H-1B 

visas, and had to train replacements as a condition of their severance. The 

foreign workers, mostly from India, were provided by outsourcing companies, 

including the two named in the lawsuits, which have dominated the H-1B visa 

system, packing the application process to win an outsize share of the quota 

set by Congress of 85,000 visas each year.” 

 “The Labor Department opened investigations of the outsourcing companies 

— the direct employers of the temporary immigrants — at Disney and at 

Southern California Edison, a utility that laid off hundreds of American workers 

in 2014. The investigations are continuing. At least 30 former Disney workers also 

filed complaints with the federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 

claiming that they faced discrimination as American citizens.” 

 “The lawsuits by Mr. Perrero and Ms. Moore are based on the rules for H-1B 

visas, which were designed by Congress to bring foreign workers with special 

skills into the country. Employers are required to declare to the Department of 

Labor that hiring foreigners on the visas “will not adversely affect the working 

conditions of U.S. workers similarly employed.” 

 “Was I negatively affected?” Ms. Moore asked. “Yeah, I was. I lost my job.” 

 “Sara Blackwell, a lawyer in Sarasota representing the former Disney 

employees, said the suits charged that the companies lied under oath when 

they said that no Americans would lose their jobs.” 

 “Mr. Perrero, like many Americans who have lost their jobs, said he was long 

reluctant to speak out publicly against his former employer. At 42 and with a 
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family to support, he worried that he would not find another job in Orlando, 

where Disney rules as the largest employer by far. He spoke with The New York 

Times anonymously in an article in June about the humiliation of training his 

foreign replacement.” 

 “But local recruiters told him that despite the company’s statements, Disney 

managers said they would avoid rehiring workers who were laid off. Mr. Perrero 

said he knew of only two workers from the close-knit group of more than 200 

who were dismissed who went back to tech jobs at Disney.” 

END OF NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS I QUOTED: 

Sara Blackwell called it, DISNEY IS LYING. Bravo to her and her clients for taking 

the fight to court. This is the first time in my memory that IT workers who are fed 

up being screwed are openly fighting back with multiple lawsuits on many 

fronts. A shift has occurred on the landscape, in the media, and now hopefully 

public opinion and voting patterns. Message to AMERICAN WORKERS, it is not 

just IT WORKERS losing their jobs to H-1B, it is JOBS in ALL SECTORS that are going 

to foreign guest workers; whether OFF SHORE or ON SHORE. Caveat Emptor. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/26/us/lawsuit-claims-disney-colluded-to-

replace-us-workers-with-immigrants.html 

  

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/26/us/lawsuit-claims-disney-colluded-to-replace-us-workers-with-immigrants.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/26/us/lawsuit-claims-disney-colluded-to-replace-us-workers-with-immigrants.html
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SARA BLACKWELL – DISNEY CONSPIRED TO 

DISPLACE IT WORKERS 

January 26, 2016 at 10:15am 

 

H-1B+RICO+HCL+COGNIZANT+ (DISNEY AND CORP AMERICA) = Federal 

Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO) based LAWSUIT. 

BINGO!  

Brilliant lawyering by Sara Blackwell and her firm. 

ENTIRE ARTICLE QUOTED: 

 “Disney IT workers laid off a year ago this month are now accusing the 

company and the outsourcing firms it hired of engaging in a "conspiracy to 

displace U.S. workers." The allegations are part of two lawsuits filed in federal 

court in Florida on Monday.” 
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 “Between 200 and 300 Disney IT workers were laid off in January 2015. Some of 

the workers had to train their foreign replacements -- workers on H-1B visas -- as 

a condition of severance.” 

 “The lawsuits represent what may be a new approach in the attack on the use 

of H-1B workers to replace U.S. workers. They allege violations of the Federal 

Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO), claiming that the 

nature of the employment of the H-1B workers was misrepresented, and that 

Disney and the contractors knew the ultimate intent was to replace U.S. 

workers with lower paid H-1B workers.” 

 “The lawsuits cite a form that H-1B employers fill out when placing a visa 

worker, the Labor Condition Application (LCA).” 

 “In the LCA, an employer states the job location, salaries paid to the H-1B 

workers and also attests that U.S. workers will not be "adversely affected." 

 “But former Disney IT workers Dena Moore and Leo Perrero, in their respective 

lawsuits, allege that they were indeed adversely affected. They had to train 

their foreign replacements brought in by contractors, and then were 

terminated.” 

 “Both lawsuits name Disney as a defendant; additionally, Moore is suing 

Cognizant and Perrero is suing HCL.” 

 “The LCA requires employers to swear the visa workers "will not adversely 

affect working conditions" of existing employees, said Sara Blackwell, the 

Florida attorney who is bringing the case. "Obviously, if you have to train your 

replacement and then are fired, that is an adverse effect." 

 “Since his layoff, Perrero has been working to raise awareness among 

lawmakers about the displacement of U.S. workers by foreign temporary 

labor.” 

"No shortage exists of American STEM (science, technology, engineering, math) 

workers," said Perrero. "Disney is not the only one to do this and lawmakers 

need to take action." 

 “Blackwell is representing, as well, some 30 former Disney IT workers who have 

filed complaints with the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 

(EEOC) over the loss of their jobs. These employees are arguing that they are 

victims of national origin discrimination.” 

Blackwell said her goal is to "stop the systemic abuse of the immigration 

system." 
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 “Officials at the two contractors and at Disney were asked for comment; none 

immediately responded.” 

END OF ARTICLE QUOTED: 

The New York Times article did not bring up four letters that Computer World 

brings to light: RICO. I saw this when I read the case document PDF. RICO, 

when I think RICO, the first thing that comes to my mind was “syndicate”, 

organized crime, mafia, racketeering, blackmail and extortion. This lawsuit is 

DISNEY’s nightmare CARTOON come true.  Sleeping Beauty just woke up! 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3026332/it-outsourcing/disney-it-

workers-allege-conspiracy-in-layoffs-file-lawsuits.html 

 

SARA BLACKWELL CHIMES DISNEY LIES 

January 25, 2016 at 10:15am 

 

Breitbart and Sara Blackwell Chime in on Dismal Land Lies.  Sara Blackwell adds 

more details to the Disney Case.  

I QUOTE SARA: 

 “Sara Blackwell, the attorney for both Perrero and Moore, told Breitbart News 

that the consulting firms — HCL and Cognizant — have business models based 

on deceit for “corporate greed.” While the companies are required to attest 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3026332/it-outsourcing/disney-it-workers-allege-conspiracy-in-layoffs-file-lawsuits.html
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3026332/it-outsourcing/disney-it-workers-allege-conspiracy-in-layoffs-file-lawsuits.html
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that the foreign labor they are bringing into the country will not “adversely 

affect the working of conditions of workers similarly situated,” Blackwell 

explained they regularly misrepresent the facts. 

 “Cognizant and HCL their business model is to lie on these applications. It’s 

their business model to falsify these documentations so they can contract 

hundreds of thousands of jobs with all these companies,” she explained in an 

interview. “Then these companies hire them to do exactly what they’re not 

supposed to do,” replace “similarly situated” American workers.” 

 “This is really just about trying to stop these companies from doing this. If we 

can get the federal judge to say, ‘You can’t do this anymore’ then their 

business model is broken down and we can create change,” Blackwell 

explained.” 

 “American workers are systematically losing their jobs by the hundreds 

because we and the American government are allowing it to happen due to 

the systematic abuse of immigration system,” Blackwell said.” 

END QUOTE SARA:  

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/01/25/suit-against-alleges-

disney-conspired-to-replace-american-workers-with-foreigners/ 

 

  

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/01/25/suit-against-alleges-disney-conspired-to-replace-american-workers-with-foreigners/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/01/25/suit-against-alleges-disney-conspired-to-replace-american-workers-with-foreigners/
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SARA BLACKWELL IS ANGRY ABOUT DC 

INFLUENCE PEDDLING 

February 1, 2016 at 10:13am 

 

Influence Peddling in DC - The RICO Brothers, Infosys and Tata Consultancy 

Services - the notorious Indian IT H-1B farms and indentured servant camps 

have stepped up with Brother Obama for a “ $4 billion computer science 

initiative, announced Saturday, is getting financial help from two India-based IT 

offshore firms. They are joining other tech firms contributing to parts of this 

program.”  Copy Cat DC Crapweasels Unite!  More USA IT Worker Jobs are in 

Sight! 

NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS I QUOTE: 

 “The firms, Infosys and Tata Consultancy Services, sit at the top of the pyramid 

of IT services firms that rely on H-1B visas. They are among the most successful 

firms in the IT services business.” 

 “Infosys and Tata delivered IT services to Southern California Edison and 

Northeast Utilities (now called Eversource Energy). Employees complained of 
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being forced to train foreign workers to take their jobs, often as a condition of 

their severance packages.” 

 “Most recently, Northeast Utilities IT workers hung small American flags on their 

cubicles. The flags were meant to protest the transfer of their jobs to the IT 

services firms.” 

 “"It's a no-brainer for Infosys and Tata Consultancy Services to contribute to this 

Obama administration-driven initiative," said Ron Hira, an associate professor of 

public policy at Howard University, who has testified on the H-1B use before 

Congress.” 

"For very little cost it buys both companies ... positive public relations, but more 

importantly a perception by those inside and outside of government that they 

have a close working relationship with the White House," he said.” 

 “Infosys Foundation USA, the company's philanthropic arm, is contributing $1 

million for computer science professional development programs for teachers, 

and Tata is providing an unspecified number of grants to teachers in 27 U.S. 

cities. The effort was described in a White House fact sheet.” 

 “Hira said it's "downright baffling" why the White House is partnering with Infosys 

and Tata.” 

"Whatever ethical judgment you make about their business model, it is clearly 

designed to undermine the objectives of the White House initiative," said Hira. 

"These firms employ a pure-play offshore outsourcing business, where their goal 

is to ship as many IT jobs offshore as possible," he said.” 

"This makes me angry," said Sara Blackwell, a Florida attorney representing 

some laid-off Disney IT workers, said of the involvement of the IT services firms 

with the White House initiative.” 

"Thousands of tech American workers are being fired and replaced" by firms 

"that are offering money to help educate Americans," said Blackwell.” 

"This puts out the message that Americans are not educated enough to do 

these IT jobs, which is wholly incorrect and offensive," said Blackwell,” 

 “Both Tata and Infosys are facing discrimination lawsuits from U.S., workers. 

Both firms have called the lawsuits groundless. 

 “Infosys, in 2013, paid $34 million to the U.S. to settle allegations of visa abuse. 

The settlement, signed by both parties, included no admission of wrongdoing 

and imposed no limits on the firm's federal contracting. In the settlement, 

Infosys denied the claims, calling them untrue and unproven.” 
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END OF NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS I QUOTED: 

Senators Sessions and Durbin issue statements, Same Ole Shit (SOS). 

It seems like everyday, week after week, year after year, decade after 

decade, the March of the Pigs continues with no End in Sight.  

The Crapweasels hairy little bodies spring the street of DC and onto the White 

House lawn ready with $$$ to attempt to put lipstick in a weasel. Why not, More 

USA IT Jobs are for the Taking! Now the RICO Brothers are like the Koch Brothers. 

On one hand slap and deceive, on the other hand give candy to babies.  

Obama and the Democrats are determined to ride their horse and buggy 

policies with blinders, do not look left, do not look right, leave American IT and 

other workers out of sight, disregard their plight. Display your Might with fake 

Computer Science programs that graduate STEM Grads who cannot get jobs 

because The RICO Brothers, Infosys and Tata know how to play The Koch 

Brothers card. 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3028022/it-careers/white-house-

education-plan-leaves-visa-critics-flabbergasted.html 

 

VIDEO - THE BLACKWELL FIRM PROTECT US 

WORKERS 

February 8, 2016 

A personal message from Sara. Compelling and Sincere, 

https://youtu.be/cnZ6o_NxQjU 

 

  

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3028022/it-careers/white-house-education-plan-leaves-visa-critics-flabbergasted.html
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3028022/it-careers/white-house-education-plan-leaves-visa-critics-flabbergasted.html
https://youtu.be/cnZ6o_NxQjU
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SARA BLACKWELL WITH TRUMP BOUNCES 

BILLIONAIRE CEO BULLIES 

February 20, 2016 at 10:15am 

 

Trump Gets the H-1B Reform Vote. Grand Mother AND Disney DISPLACED 

Worker Endorses TRUMP.  Brietblast Goes Bonkers and Slams the Sweaty Water 

Boy Marco the Robot Rubio.  Slap, Bam, Boom - Trump is the ONLY candidate 

that comes close on H-1B Reform - DESPERATE IT WORKERS SWARM TO THE 

TRUMP MAGIC KINGDOM.  

THE QUESTION IS WILL TRUMP FIRE THE BULLY DISGUISED AS A MOUSE? 

Loyal American Dena Moore: “I’m doing this because I don’t like bullies,” Sara 

Blackwell on the scene, gentle grand mother of four children and 13 grand 
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children now launching a discrimination lawsuit against the Disney Pig Faced 

Executives. “Trump is standing up to the bullies.” 

I QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS:  

 “The American people are now the weak ones being bullied,” Moore explains. 

“The everyday working person needs a champion– and you’d never think to 

say that. Who would ever think a day would come when we would have to say 

that? But the middle class needs a champion– we need a union that will 

protect us– and Donald Trump is that champion. He is champion who stands 

up to the bullies to protect the weak, he stands up for us– he stands up.” 

 “When you stand up to the bullies you have to stay strong,” Moore explained. 

“You’re not always going to be well-liked, and it takes you a little while to be 

heard. Maybe you’ll make mistakes, but you have to get past the media’s ‘let 

me pick you apart’ stage and recognize that this person is standing up to the 

bullies.” 

 “I will be voting for Trump,” Moore said emphatically. “If we don’t want to 

become the next third world country— to me— we need somebody whose a 

business man to run the country.” 

 “Moore, at 53 is a mother of four and grandmother of 13. She had been 

working for Disney just shy of ten years, when out of the blue she was called 

into a meeting and informed that she along with hundreds of her American 

colleagues were being let go and would be replaced with foreign workers, 

whom they would have to train. These foreign workers had been brought into 

the country on the controversial wage-depressing H-1B visa.” 

 “Moore’s Senator, Marco Rubio, has pushed to expand H-1B visas despite the 

fact that scores of his own constituents had just been displaced by the 

program.” 

 “In 2015 Rubio introduced a bill to triple the number of H-1B visas. This bill—

known as the I-Squared bill— was endorsed by Disney CEO Bob Iger via his 

immigration lobbying firm. Disney is also one of Sen. Rubio’s biggest financial 

boosters– having donated more than $2 million according to Open Secrets.” 

 “While Rubio has pushed legislation that would help companies like Disney to 

bring in more even more H-1B foreign replacement, Trump has called on 

Disney to hire back all of its American employees. In October, Trump declared, 

“I am calling TODAY on Disney to hire back every one of the workers they 

replaced, and I am calling on Rubio to immediately rescind his sponsorship of 

the I-Squared bill and apologize to every Floridian for endorsing it. I am further 

calling on Rubio to return the money he has received from Silicon Valley CEOs 
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and to donate the money to a charity helping unemployed Americans whose 

jobs Rubio has helped to destroy.” 

I END QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS: 

Check out the big brain on Marco! No Brain Tissue on the issue of American IT 

Jobs being lost to foreign immigrants.  

I HOPE BREITBART HOLDS TRUMP ACCOUNTABLE FOR HIS STATEMENTS ON DISNEY 

AND H-1B REFORM.  

I DO NOT TRUST TRUMP.  I DO NOT TRUST ANY OF THE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES. 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/02/19/exclusive-disney-mom-

trained-foreign-replacement-endorses-trump-need-someone-stand-bullie 

 

SARA BLACKWELL SLAMS RUBIO  

February 28, 2016 at 10:15am 

Marco Rubio Shamed and Slammed in Bama - The Water Boy Rubio Sweating 

as Disney Workers say: “What a great disappointment Marco Rubio is,” -  Sara 

Blackwell Blast’s Billionaires. We have lift off. 

I QUOTE ENTIRE BREITBART ARTICLE: 

 “At Donald Trump’s Sunday rally at Madison City Stadium, Sen. Marco Rubio’s 

own constituents—two displaced Disney workers—publicly denounced Rubio 

for prioritizing the interests of his big business donors over the interests of his own 

constituents. The two endorsed GOP frontrunner Donald Trump for President.” 

 “Dena Moore and Leo Perrero were two Disney workers who were informed 

that they were going to be laid off during the holiday season of 2014. They—

along with scores of their colleagues—were told that before they were let go, 

they’d be forced to train their low-skilled foreign replacements brought in on H-

1B visas. Earlier this week, Perrero testified before the Senate Judiciary 

Committee about the humiliation he was forced to endure by training his 

foreign replacement. While Donald Trump has called on Disney to hire back all 

of these workers and has pledged to end H-1B job theft as President, Sen. 

Marco Rubio has pushed to expand the controversial H-1B program—he has 

introduced two bills that would dramatically boost the issuances of H-1Bs. As 

recently as last year, Rubio introduced a bill—endorsed by Disney’s CEO Bob 

Iger via his immigration lobbying firm—that would triple the issuances of H-1Bs. 

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/02/19/exclusive-disney-mom-trained-foreign-replacement-endorses-trump-need-someone-stand-bullie
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/02/19/exclusive-disney-mom-trained-foreign-replacement-endorses-trump-need-someone-stand-bullie
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Disney is one of Sen. Rubio’s top financial backers—having donated more that 

$2 million according to Open Secrets.” 

 “What a great disappointment Marco Rubio is,” Rubio constituent and 

displaced Disney worker Dena Moore told the crowd. “Backed by Disney and 

other companies to push through legislation that have brought H-1B visas to us 

and he has sabotaged Americans.” 

 “Rubio’s staff said in 2013 explaining the [guest worker expansions in Gang of 

Eight] bill ‘American workers can’t cut it.’ Shame on you Marco Rubio,” Moore 

declared.” 

 “The Disney workers were introduced at the rally by their attorney who is 

representing them in their discrimination lawsuit against Disney, Sara Blackwell. 

In her introductory remarks Blackwell explained, “The thing about Trump that’s 

different than anybody else is that he can’t be bought. We have a chance to 

stop this problem in America. It’s got to be by a president and politician where 

they won’t be bought by Disney’s Bob Iger or by Mark Zuckerberg of 

Facebook, by all these billionaires who benefit from firing our American 

workers. “ 

 “Americans are losing our jobs to foreigners and politicians are supporting 

and/or promoting this behavior,” Moore explained. “If we want to achieve the 

American dream—or even, more importantly, keep what is ours: the American 

dream that we have already struggled to create, the American dream that 

others have sacrificed for us, now is the time to link arms with a champion. I 

believe Mr. Trump is for Americans first and foremost.  He shares our vision, our 

dreams, and will fight for our futures. I know most of you are already standing, 

but here’s my mantra: stand up for Americans, stand up with a champion, 

stand up with Trump.” 

Sara Blackwell comes to bat and hits a homes run. 

http://www.breitbart.com/immigration/2016/02/28/displaced-disney-workers-

shame-on-you-marco-rubio-we-stand-with-trump/ 

SARA BLACKWELL ON SOUNDCLOUD 

Immigration lawyer Sara Blackwell talks RICO on SoundCloud with Breitbart 

News on Jan 26, 2016.  

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/01/26/immigration-lawyer-

sara-blackwell-employs-rico-against-disney-and-others/ 

http://www.breitbart.com/immigration/2016/02/28/displaced-disney-workers-shame-on-you-marco-rubio-we-stand-with-trump/
http://www.breitbart.com/immigration/2016/02/28/displaced-disney-workers-shame-on-you-marco-rubio-we-stand-with-trump/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/01/26/immigration-lawyer-sara-blackwell-employs-rico-against-disney-and-others/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/01/26/immigration-lawyer-sara-blackwell-employs-rico-against-disney-and-others/
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SARA BLACKWELL GOES DOWN THE H-1B RABBIT 

HELL HOLE 

March 1, 2016 at 11:45am 

 

Abbott Lab Follows the H-1B Rabbit down the Hell Hole of Knowledge Transfer, 

Train Your Replacement and UNEMPLOYMENT.  ALICE is in H-1B HellHoleLand. 

Mere days after the Senate hearing, the cruel corporate America greed 

WonderLand has NO PRINCIPLES - Abbot labs to Senator Durbin and IT Workers 

Everywhere, IN YOUR FACE MF - FU - WE R CORPORATE AMERICA and WE CALL 

THE SHOTS - Take a ride down the H-1B Rabbit Hole. 

The H-1B Rabbit Hole is Deep it goes ALL the WAY to India.  

I QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS IN COMPUTER WORLD ARTICLE: 

 “Abbott Labs, a global healthcare company, is laying off about 180 IT 

employees after inking an agreement with Wipro, a major India-based IT 

services firm, to take over some IT services. The employees were told about the 

planned cuts on Feb. 22; their last day will be April 22.” 

“The workers are expecting to train their replacements, possibly workers on H-

1B and other temporary visas.” 
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“Abbott is based in Illinois, which is also the home of U.S. Sen. Dick Durbin, a 

Democrat who has been a long-time advocate for H-1B reforms and a co-

sponsor of legislation with another visa reformer, Sen. Chuck Grassley (R-Iowa).” 

SARA BLACKWELL: 

“Sara Blackwell, a Florida attorney who is representing some former Disney IT 

employees in a similar situation, has been in touch with the affected IT workers 

and Durbin's office as well. "The first goal is to stop the termination," said 

Blackwell, who is hoping to focus attention on the Abbott layoff.” 

“Blackwell mentioned the layoff at a rally held by GOP presidential contender 

Donald Trump Sunday in Madison, Alabama. Blackwell, along with two laid-off 

Disney IT workers, spoke at the rally held by the billionaire businessman.” 

“With enough attention, it's possible "we can save 180 jobs and that's my goal," 

said Blackwell.” 

ABBOTT LABS IT WORKER: 

"All the big companies are sending jobs to India -- how are we going to find a 

job at another company?" said the IT worker. "It's going on everywhere. 

Nobody is stopping it." 

“Meanwhile, job ads are being posted inside the company to fill IT jobs, and 

each ad points out that an H-1B worker may be hired for the position. "It looks 

like most of the jobs will go to India," the anonymous IT employee said.” 

“Many of the workers are over 40 years old, according to documents seen by 

Computerworld that describe their positions and ages.” 

WE ARE LIVING IN NORTH KOREA: 

“The severance agreement includes a non-disparagement clause that may 

make it difficult for employees to talk publicly about what happened. It also 

requires employees not to sue, including any legal action under the Federal 

Age Discrimination Employment Act.”   

I END QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS IN COMPUTER WORLD ARTICLE: 

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO FREEDOM OF SPEECH? IT GOT GAGGED BY THE 

ESTABLISHMENT COUNTRY CLUB EXECUTIVES! WE LIVE IN A COUNTRY 

CONTROLLED BY THE 1% PEOPLE!   

YOU LIVE IN A PLUTOCRACY - SO STFU. SERVE ME MY COFFEE. 

What is Congress and the Republicans and the Democrats Going to Do About 

It? 
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NOTHING. TALK IS CHEAP. LOBBY $$$ WALKS. 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3039353/it-careers/sen-durbin-calls-

abbott-labs-it-layoffs-harsh-and-insensitive.html 

VIDEO - SARA BLACKWELL HELPS BOUND AND 

GAGGED IT WORKERS! 

March 2, 2016 at 10:25am 

 

Sara Blackwell to Blackmailed Bound and Gagged American IT Workers -  I am 

here to Help You!  You have nothing to fear but the gag order itself.  Sara 

Blackwell explains illegal employment and immigration practices by Corporate 

Greed American.    

Sara Blackwell is a nice person. A Message to the Billionaire Bullies. We will fight 

in the media, we will fight in the political arena, we will fight in the court room. 

We will protect US IT Workers from the sickening virus of corporate greed. 

https://youtu.be/1mB-zCTR_c4 

Sara Blackwell Speaks Directly to Gagged and Bound Abbott Labs Workers IT 

Workers. 

https://youtu.be/gMCnC2eFqkU 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3039353/it-careers/sen-durbin-calls-abbott-labs-it-layoffs-harsh-and-insensitive.html
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3039353/it-careers/sen-durbin-calls-abbott-labs-it-layoffs-harsh-and-insensitive.html
https://youtu.be/1mB-zCTR_c4
https://youtu.be/gMCnC2eFqkU
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SARA BLACKWELL @ TRUMP RALLY 

March 5, 2016 at 5:21pm 

 

Politico Reports Disney Employee and Sara Blackwell Part of Marco Slam Bang 

in Orlando Florida Trump Rally: 

 “Several focused on a hot-button local issue, the 2014 layoffs of 250 American 

Disney IT workers, who were then asked to train their foreign replacements, who 

came to work on temporary H-1B work visas.” 

 “Sara Blackwell, a lawyer who has represented the workers in a suit against 

Disney, said Rubio “has actually been one of the largest supporters of bringing 

in these foreigners. He actually said there’s not any qualified Americans to do 

this job.” 

 “After Blackwell, two of her clients spoke. One of them quoted a Rubio staffer, 

who told the New Yorker in 2013, “American workers can’t cut it.” 
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 “Shame on you, Marco Rubio,” said the former Disney employee. 

http://www.politico.com/story/2016/03/donald-trump-marco-rubio-florida-rally-

220302 - ixzz425NrAofT 

 

  

http://www.politico.com/story/2016/03/donald-trump-marco-rubio-florida-rally-220302#ixzz425NrAofT
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/03/donald-trump-marco-rubio-florida-rally-220302#ixzz425NrAofT
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VIDEO - SARA BLACKWELL LOU DOBBS LEO 

PERRERO TALK LAYOFF TURKEY 

March 6, 2016 at 10:44pm 

 

Fox Business: Lou Dobbs - March 5th and former Disney employee Leo Perrero 

and attorney Sara Blackwell on Disney making employees train foreign workers 

hired to replace them. 

https://youtu.be/Bt4jXTj4zSc 

 

 

 

  

https://youtu.be/Bt4jXTj4zSc
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SARA BLACKWELL CALLS MICKEY A RAT 

March 15, 2016 at 10:45am 

 

Mickey Rat Lies to Disney IT Workers Again. Disney Claims it Re-Hired IT Workers - 

Sara Blackwell - "I am in contact with a multitude of the displaced Disney 

workers and none of them were hired back despite their many attempts to be 

rehired.” - R-I-C-O M-O-U-S-E CLUB Time! 

I QUOTE WHAT’s NOTABLE 

 “Disney is trying to put a happy ending on a grim story.” 

 “In response to the debate, a Disney spokeswoman issued a statement, saying 

in part: "Approximately 250 people were affected by the reorganization, and 

we were able to hire back more than 100 of them in other positions with Disney. 

In addition, since the reorganization, we have hired more than 140 other U.S. IT 

workers into technical roles within the park's technology team, and we are 

currently recruiting candidates to fill more than 100 IT positions. The park's U.S. IT 

team will ultimately be larger than it was prior to the reorganization.” 

 “The claim that Disney hired back more than 100 of the laid-off workers is 

disputed by Sara Blackwell, a Florida attorney who is representing some of the 

former Disney IT workers in litigation and discrimination complaints.” 
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"I am in contact with a multitude of the displaced Disney workers and none of 

them were hired back despite their many attempts to be rehired," Blackwell 

said.” 

 “Leo Perrero, a former Disney worker who trained his replacement, said 

Disney's latest claim is one the company has been making all along.” 

"This is nothing more than corporate speak intended to muddy the waters," 

Perrero said. "New more exciting jobs were promised by Disney that acted as a 

carrot to keep us around just long enough to have us Americans be the trainers 

and the foreign workers as the trainees." 

 “Perrero said former and current Disney employees are aware of only two 

people getting comparable Disney IT jobs in the U.S. since the mass 

displacement by foreign workers.” 

"Perhaps the remaining 98 that Disney claims were hired back are now selling 

popcorn and balloons on Main Street at the Magic Kingdom or elsewhere in 

the world," he said. 

 “The programming application Perrero supported was tier 1, or among the 

most important, and is "one of the most customer-facing applications which is 

still in use and developed," he said. "Why not outsource to an American 

company with American workers?" 

 “Efforts to get Disney to clarify, by deadline, the number of former IT 

employees rehired into IT jobs were unsuccessful.” 

AT DISNEY SCAM WORLD, it is THE SAME OLD SONG AND DANCE. it is the SAME 

OLE WALMART CROWD being CARTED AROUND in CARTS BINGE EATING the 

SAME OLD JUNK FOOD while DISNEY CORP CONTINUES THE SAME OLD LIES 

ABOUT HIRING IT WORKERS.  

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3044094/it-outsourcing/disney-claims-

of-rehiring-disputed-by-it-workers.html 

R I C O  M O U S E - Has a good sound to it, truth in the packaging. 

Wow how did that song go? 

 

Who's the leader of the club,  

That's made for you and me?  

R-I-C-O M-O-U-S-E! 

 

Hey there! Hi there! Ho there!  

You as welcome as can be,  

R-I-C-O M-O-U-S-E! 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3044094/it-outsourcing/disney-claims-of-rehiring-disputed-by-it-workers.html
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3044094/it-outsourcing/disney-claims-of-rehiring-disputed-by-it-workers.html
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Rico Mouse!  

Donald Trump!  

Rico Mouse!  

Donald Trump! 

 

Forever man has held a banner 

High, high, high. high! 

Come along lets sing the song 

And join the jamboree!  

 

R-I-C-O M-O-U-S-E! 

Rico Mouse Club!  

Rico Mouse Club! 

 

Come on Now, Let’s All Sing Along ……… 

Who's the leader of the club,  

That's made for you and me?  

 

R-I-C-O M-O-U-S-E! 

Hey there! Hi there! Ho there!  

Your as welcome as can be,  

R-I-C-O M-O-U-S-E! 

 

 

Recent posts about Disney World, it has lost the magic some how…… 
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 ‘The magic really is gone with that place. The park is more like a mall now, with 

every ride dumping you out into a store filled with marketing garbage. It's the 

most expensive gate price of all the parks in Orlando and yet they have put 

the least effort into adding new rides to their park. It's all the same rides it was 

30 years ago. Their hotels are overpriced too, as is their cruise ship. Once the 

nostalgia generations are gone that place is going to tank-- especially the 

Disney Store. The freakin' mouse means nothing for anyone younger than 40 

now.” 

 “Agreed, I am nearby and my son can't stand it, can really take it or leave it. 

My older family relatives think it is WONDERFUL for some stupid reason. Those of 

us who have a clue see it for what it is: an insipid, soul-less, corporate vehicle 

for selling Chinese plastic trinkets and unhealthy food while actually 

guaranteeing you nothing and funneling money into that rotten ABC/media 

corporate empire that has ZERO to do with Walt Disney's dream anymore.” 

Mickey Rat Lies to Disney IT Workers Again. Disney Claims it Re-Hired IT Workers - 

Sara It’s RICO MOUSE CLUB Time!  
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SARA BLACKWELL ON ABBOTT LABS CORPORATE 

PROPAGANDA 

March 20, 2016 at 10:45am 

 

Abbott Labs Corporate Propaganda @ Work - Claim that Canned IT Workers 

Do not Have to Train their Replacements - Catch - Somebody Else on will Train 

the Indians. Senator Durbin Tries to Crack the Corporate Hegemony - Sara 

Blackwell To Organize Protest in Chicago. 

In case you may have not noticed, a trend is detectable. Back in the old days, 

ComputerWorld articles came flying in - More IT Workers Canned. Nothing said, 

too bad so sad, the news fades. Fast forward to today. What we see now is 

that IT workers that are in jeopardy are executing two prime objectives.  

First they are speaking out to the media and ComputerWorld.  This is part of an 

overall strategy in the country to inform media ASAP of corporate cruelty.  The 

sooner the better means more LEVERAGE. Leverage that can be executed in 

the POLITICAL and SOCIAL MEDIA platforms.  

Second, Sara Blackwell and her troops enter the picture. The game plan is 

LEGAL plus PUBLIC RELATION’s, VIDEOS, SOCIAL MEDIA and COMMUNICATION 
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to besieged workers - WE GOT YOUR BACK. March Madness - FULL COURT 

PRESS. 

I QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS 

 “An angry letter from Sen. Dick Durbin (D-Ill.) protesting Abbott Labs' IT 

employee layoff may be having an impact, but not the way the senator 

wanted.” 

 “The layoffs are part of plan by Abbott to shift some IT work to India-based 

Wipro, a major user H-1B visas, and Abbott is proceeding with the cuts despite 

Durbin's plea "to reconsider this plan and retain these U.S. workers." 

 “Abbott put the number of impacted IT employees at "fewer than 150." 

Durbin's letter has it at 180.” 

 “But Abbott may be making changes in how the layoffs are conducted. IT 

employees, who only spoke on the condition of anonymity, said they were 

initially told they would be training replacements.” 

 “But Abbott said Friday that the "affected Abbott IT employees are not being 

asked to train their replacements." 

 “The firm's statement appears to confirm the latest employee accounts of 

what's going on. One worker said the replacement training may be limited to 

employees who aren't losing their jobs.” 

 “Abbott isn't saying whether Durbin's letter had any affect on its transition plan 

to an IT services provider.  But by not asking IT employees to train replacements, 

it may be addressing one of the senator's harshest criticisms. “ 

 “In his letter to the firm, Durbin wrote: "To add insult to injury, the Abbott Labs IT 

staff who will be laid off will first be forced to train their replacements." 

 “The employees were contacted by Computerworld through Sara Blackwell, 

the Florida attorney who is representing some Disney IT workers in lawsuits and 

discrimination complaints over their layoffs and replacement by contract 

workers, some who whom were on a visa.” 

 “Blackwell has been hearing from the Abbott IT workers and her group, Protect 

U.S. Workers, is organizing a protest near Abbott Labs on the workers' last day, 

April 22.” 

 “Abbott also said Friday that approximately 80% of the Wipro employees will 

be U.S. citizens, employed in the U.S, "not temporary foreign workers," said Scott 

Stoffel, an Abbott spokesman. "The remaining 20% of the contracted Wipro 

employees will be H-1B visa holders who are already located in the U.S." 
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 “Abbott said it is maintaining "the vast majority of our U.S. based IT jobs." The 

laid-off employees are getting a pay and benefits severance package and will 

be able to apply for other Abbott jobs.” 

"We very carefully consider all actions that impact our employees as we value 

their skills, experience and years of service," said Abbott, in a statement.” 

 “While it is uncertain whether Durbin's letter had any direct affect on Abbott, it 

is clear that it didn't change the planned layoffs.” 

"Durbin's letter got their attention, and the outcome was they are not going to 

change anything," said an Abbott IT worker who requested anonymity.” 

I END QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS 

If you or ANYBODY BELIEVES what ABBOTT Labs Says, YOU Believe in Santa Claus 

and the TOOTH FAIRY - the EASTER BUNNY in The RABBIT HOLE Told Me. 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3045885/it-careers/laid-off-abbott-it-

workers-wont-have-to-train-their-replacements.html 

  

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3045885/it-careers/laid-off-abbott-it-workers-wont-have-to-train-their-replacements.html
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3045885/it-careers/laid-off-abbott-it-workers-wont-have-to-train-their-replacements.html
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SARA BLACKWELL - TOGETHER WE CAN STOP 

EMBLEMHEALTH OF NY FROM FIRING AMERICANS  

April 14, 2016 at 11:46am 

 

Sara Blackwell to IT Workers Everywhere - Emblem Health of New York is Pulling 

a Cognizant - IT Staff Training Indian Visa Holders and then Fired - The Ultimate 

Humiliation and Economic Devastation. Sara Asks for Your Help!  

I Quote Sara Blackwell: 

 “Together We can STOP Emblem Health of NY from firing Americans PLEASE 

READ” 

Emblem Health Insurance Company in New York is about to sign a contract 

with Cognizant (a large Indian based company known for bringing in foreign 

visa holders to replace American workers and for shipping private data and 

jobs overseas). This contract will cause hundreds of Emblem Health workers, 

particularly in the technology department, to lose their jobs. The Emblem 

Health workers will likely have to train foreigners to replace them before they 

are fired. The probability is that after the Americans are fired, Emblem Health 

customers’ data, including all health records, social security, date of birth, 

names, and insurance related information, will all be accessed and accessible 

in a foreign country. This is a huge disrespect to the American workers and 

Emblem Health customers.” 
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 “More alarming is that HIP Healthplan of New York and HIP Insurance 

Company of NY are subsidiaries of Emblem Health so New York will be using 

state money to assist in sending the data overseas and paying the foreigners 

instead of Americans who will be fired. New York could stop this if they wanted 

as they have stopped Emblem Health from certain actions in the past. Thus far, 

New York has done nothing to stop this anti-American action which is 

becoming so prevalent in this nation.” 

 “Once the contract is signed by Emblem Health and Cognizant, then there will 

be a clause which makes it extremely expensive for Emblem Health to stop this 

atrocity and do the proper thing for America. We need to stop this before the 

contract is signed. WHAT CAN YOU DO?” 

1. Email public-affairs@dfs.ny.gov and notify NY that no state should be 

complacent or be an active participant in the termination of hundreds of 

American jobs and the access of American private data in any other country! 

Tell them NO. 1.While you are emailing them, you should also mention that 

New York Life Insurance is currently doing the same thing and that company 

admitted to making their customers’ private health, social security and other 

private data accessible in foreign countries. NY Life also admitted to 

terminating many Americans to be replaced by foreigners. WHY NEW YORK? 

This is not acceptable. 

2. Everyone should contact Emblem Health and notify the company that it is 

not acceptable to replace Americans with foreigners for corporate greed. It is 

not acceptable for Americans to train foreigners. It is not acceptable for 

private data to be accessed and accessible outside the United States. We say 

NO. We say STOP.  

3. Directly email Karen Ignagni, the President and CEO of Emblem Health. She 

very recently won the award of the NY City and State Above and Beyond 

Award. This anti-American woman is trying to execute this agreement with 

Cognizant to fire the Americans and offshore the data of thousands of 

Americans. Please email her at KIgnagni@emblemhealth.com and demand 

her to stop. Notify her of America’s disagreement with her anti-American 

choices. 

4. Also, notify any customer of Emblem Health (or New York Life) that each 

customer should file a complaint. The customer should check their individual 

policy to determine if there is a breach of their policy by their private data 

being shipped overseas. The customers should know that their medical records, 

social security numbers, dates of birth and other information are being sent to 

a foreign country. 
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 “America, it is time that WE TAKE BACK THIS COUNTRY. We can do this. Share 

and act. Call me if you have any questions or concerns.” 

Sara Blackwell 

941-961-3046 

I END QUOTE SARA BLACKWELL’S Message - Please SLAM and BAM Emblem 

Health. 

Donald Trump - This is New York Calling, Hello Donald, I am an IT worker in New 

York subject to H-1B Hell at Emblem Health - Please Speak Out! Please Help Me, 

I have no Job! 

Bernie Sanders - This is New York Calling, Hello Bernie, I am an IT worker subject 

to H-1B Hell at Emblem Health - Please Speak Out! Please Help Me, I have no 

Job! 

Hillary Clinton - This is New York Calling, Huh, I am wasting my time typing. 

 

SARA BLACKWELL @ NEW YORK LIFE - WOMEN IN 

IT HELL 

April 18, 2016 at 11:46am 
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New York Life - Women in IT Hell - Catch 22 - Frigging Nightmare in NYC Makes 

Rosemary’s Baby Comes Alive as Tata Devil!  Women Crying on the Job 

Training Male Chauvinist Indians! 

Patrick Thibodeau is back on the beat, this time in NYC. It is official, IT SUCKS for 

EVERYBODY, INDIANS and US WORKERS. Made in America by 1% American 

Greed! 

IT Women from article “There was a time when working in IT was a good job, 

she said. Back then, there was promise, and computer science was a 

worthwhile major.” 

"I've been telling high school students and college students that you should not 

major in computer science anymore," she said. IT work has "turned into a 

factory job." 

DO NOT ALLOW YOUR CHILDREN TO BECOME IT PROFESSIONALS.    

I QUOTE ENTIRE ARTICLE: 

 “At New York Life, IT employees are training overseas workers to do their jobs. 

It's a difficult task that takes an emotional toll, and there are odd rules and 

processes to follow.” 

 “The training starts with sessions over the Web with the offshore contractors. 

Eventually, the IT employees expect to train the contractors in-person.” 

 “One IT employee, who is training replacement contractors, said she has been 

told by management not to ask the contract workers any questions. Even 

simple queries, like, "Did you have a chance to read this document?" or, "Are 

you familiar with this technology?" to the contract workers, from India-based 

Tata Consultancy Services, are not allowed.” 

"We should have the understanding that [the offshore contractors] have all the 

skill sets," said this IT employee, whose name cannot be disclosed because of 

the risk to her job. Asking questions is "like insulting the process." 

 “There's also a regular survey process that seems like a Catch 22 system. As the 

replacement training moves along, the IT workers have to rate the offshore 

contractors on a scale of one to five, with five being the highest. If the 

contractor receives the highest score, the thinking among the employees is it 

may accelerate their replacement. If the contractor gets a low score, the IT 

employee may be blamed for providing poor training, which may also 

accelerate job loss.” 

"The employees are playing this game, playing defense, trying to figure out 

what to do," she said.” 
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 “The IT employees also must be pleasant on the calls with contractors, not just 

matter-of-fact, but pleasant. The process is anything but that. As this IT 

employee, a computer science graduate, grappled with the reality of it, she 

said, "I break down. It's so hurtful." 

 “Meanwhile, the offshore contractor on the calls is beginning to use possessive 

pronouns, saying "our" or "my" to show he is taking ownership of her job. "It's bad 

for my heart when I hear that," she said.” 

 “There was a time when working in IT was a good job, she said. Back then, 

there was promise, and computer science was a worthwhile major.” 

"I've been telling high school students and college students that you should not 

major in computer science anymore," she said. IT work has "turned into a 

factory job." 

 “Two female employees were interviewed at the company and both are 

training their replacements. The interviews were arranged by Sara Blackwell, a 

Florida attorney who is representing Disney IT workers who were also replaced 

by offshore workers.” 

 “What New York Life is doing is no different than what goes on at many other 

companies. The employer offers a severance package to laid-off workers 

contingent on a successful "knowledge transfer." 

 “In New York Life's case, the severance pay for the laid-off IT workers was 

described as three weeks' salary for the first year of employment, and two 

weeks for each year afterward, with reports of bonuses above that amount, 

according to employees. The company said it is offering "a generous 

severance package," and that employees are given 90 days' notice, and 

often more. There's a lump sum benefit, and for workers 50 and over, an early 

retirement benefit. The company's retirement benefit normally begins at 55.” 

 “New York Life employees were told in 2014 that the IT department was 

undergoing a transition. Last December, IT employees were informed 

specifically which technologies would be outsourced. It was a long list, 

according to a tape recording of the announcement made by another 

employee. The workers weren't told how many of them would lose their jobs, 

but the estimates they offer is higher than the company's report.” 

 “A New York Life spokesman said the company began last year with about 

1,400 IT employees. By the end of the transition process in 2018, it expects that 

number to decline to about 1,000, including departures and new hires.” 

"So to be clear, we will be adding hundreds more New York Life employees 

with cutting-edge skills in analytics and big data, and complementing internal 
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hiring with partners staffed for certain functions," said William Werfelman, a 

company spokesman.” 

 “New York Life is "a thriving 171-year-old life insurance company, not a 

technology company," he said.” 

"While we would prefer to control all of our technology capabilities in house 

and on-shore, we are not going to distinguish ourselves in technology by 

staying wedded to that concept," Werfelman said. "Even the expertise required 

to maintain our legacy systems has moved offshore," he said.” 

 “In order to maintain our position as a leader in our industry, we need to 

materially upgrade our capabilities,” Werfelman said.” 

 “The company knows that "there will be pain along the way," Werfelman said, 

adding that it also knows that "parts of our business can now be performed by 

others who have made a specialty of certain capabilities." The contractors are 

also bringing in proprietary technology skills they don't have, he said.” 

 “Werfelman said throughout this process, New York Life, which employs 9,000 

and also has 12,000 agents in the U.S., will continue hiring hundreds of 

employees.” 

"This is an important point, because to maintain our position as a vibrant and 

growing company, we must make decisions that allow the majority of our 

employees to remain active and thriving in our company," he said.” 

 “Werfelman said the company is treating the laid-off employees "with great 

respect." Some will be hired by the contractor firm, and "a few have been 

offered other jobs" at the company. They can also apply for other openings at 

the firm, he said.” 

 “The technologies put "under scope," or under consideration for outsourcing, 

include some networking functions, Windows, storage, disaster recovery, 

databases, VMware, Citrix and messaging. The belief among employees is that 

the majority of the work is being shifted to contractors.” 

 “The fate of women in the IT workplace is a public policy issue. Less than 15% 

of the bachelor's degrees awarded in 2014 in computer science and computer 

engineering went to women, according to the Computing Research 

Association's annual survey of enrollments at Ph.D-granting institutions.” 

 “President Obama has spoken about the need to increase women in STEM 

fields, but the White House has put a special emphasis on computer science.” 

 “In January, the Obama administration announced a $4 billion computer 

science training initiative. The corporate contributors to it included two of the 
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largest IT offshore outsourcing firms, Infosys and Tata Consultancy Services. Both 

are major users of H-1B visa workers. That visa is heavily used by offshore firms.” 

 “A second IT employee, who is also training Tata employees, said she had 

written to her senators and members of Congress about what was going on. "I 

didn't hear anything," she said.” 

"It's very devastating to see your friends saying good-bye. It's very devastating 

to see your friends crying. It's devastating to have to talk to [the contractors] -- 

to give them your job," this worker said.” 

 “For women, the experience of training offshore contractors may be 

particularly difficult.” 

 “Karen Panetta, a professor of electrical and computer engineering at Tufts 

University, has testified in Congress on behalf of IEEE-USA on the impact of the 

H-1B program on women.” 

 “The vast majority "of imported STEM workers" are men, and they "do not treat 

U.S. women well, or any other woman in the workplace well, because they 

come from cultures where women are not treated as equals," Panetta said.” 

"We are importing bad work cultures along with this cheaper labor. U.S. women 

will walk off the job rather than be treated like dirt," Panetta said.” 

"This is just another added barrier that helps justify to girls another reason why 

STEM careers are not for them. It hurts," she said.” 

END QUOTE ARTICLE 

Donald Trump - You have a Big Mouth Use it! Your New York IT workers are in 

pain and you are not in Disney land anymore. Bernie Sanders, your speeches 

are a broken record, your have a BIG MOUTH also, SAY SOMETHING DO 

SOMETHING. Call the Pope! IT Workers in NYC, the Pope is no hope praying at St 

Patties is possible. The Great Liberals Obama and Hillary, they Love Indian Food 

$$$, especially the dish called TATA. It is good with naan.  

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3057237/it-outsourcing/the-pain-of-

training-your-replacement.html 

Rosemary's Baby Grows Up Alive in NYC as Tata, New York Life IT Woman 

named Rosemary training Tata contractors: 

Women in IT Hell -  Frigging Nightmare in NYC Makes Rosemary’s Baby Comes 

Alive as Tata Devil! Women Crying on the Job Training Male Chauvinist Indians!  

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3057237/it-outsourcing/the-pain-of-training-your-replacement.html
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3057237/it-outsourcing/the-pain-of-training-your-replacement.html
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Quote of the Day: “If an American loses her job to a foreigner in the woods & 

all the politicians are paid to look other way, did American actually lose job?” - 

Sara Blackwell. 

SARA BLACKWELL ORGANIZES PROTEST AT 

EMBLEMHEALTH IN NEW YORK ON WEDNESDAY, 

APRIL 20TH AT NOON. 441 9TH AVE MANHATTAN. 

Sara Blackwell: Protest in front of Emblem Health in New York on Wednesday, 

April 20th at noon. 441 9th Ave Manhattan.  If you know anyone in New York, 

please tell them to come, attend, support American workers. Veils provided if 

anyone wants to be anonymous. Please come and make this a big event. 
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SARA BLACKWELL – EMBLEMHEALTH WORKERS 

FIGHT FOR THEIR JOBS 

April 18, 2016 at 10:46am 

 

NYC IT Hell - Emblem Health IT Staff works 24-7 to Keep Fledging Company Alive 

- Instead Fired by Apprentice CEO and CFO Bean Counter - IT Workers Fighting 

Back - Street Protest Wednesday, April 20th @ Noon - 441 9th Ave NYC 

 “Emblem Health, a nonprofit firm, is facing financial difficulty” - after they fire 

the IT staff to SAVE $$$ for CFO and CEO Bonus check, the company software 

already on life support will SHUT DOWN.  NY Companies know how to screw 

people - Is that New York Values? 1% Execs Think they can SAVE the Company 

by Cutting IT Staff. Good luck with that. 

I QUOTE ENTIRE ARTICLE: 

 “IT employees at Emblem Health are organizing to stop the New York-based 

employer from outsourcing their jobs to offshore provider Cognizant.” 
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 “Employees say the insurer is on the verge of signing a contract with 

Cognizant, an IT services firm and one of the largest users of H-1B workers. They 

say the contract may be signed as early as this week.” 

 “They fear what a contract with an IT services offshore firm may mean: 

Humiliation as part of the "knowledge transfer" process, loss of their jobs or a 

"rebadging" to Cognizant, which they see as little more than temporary 

employment. Many of the workers, about 200 they estimate, are older, with 15-

plus-year tenures. This means a hard job search for them.” 

 “The IT employees have decided not go quietly.” 

"We're organizing," said one IT employee, who requested anonymity. "We're 

communicating with one another. They need the knowledge that we have. 

They can't transition [to Cognizant] without the information that we have. That 

puts us in a position of strength -- they can't fire us for organizing; we're 

protected by the law," she said.” 

 “Computerworld interviewed two of the IT employees on Sunday; the 

interviews were arranged by Sara Blackwell, a Florida labor attorney who is 

helping the workers. She has held two conference calls with employees.” 

"The people at Emblem Health have seen this happen to their other friends in 

the tech field, and they know what's happening," said Blackwell. "They are 

standing up not only for their rights" but "for the future of America." 

 “The employees say there are about 60 IT employees involved in their 

organizing effort and the numbers are rising. Exactly what actions they will take 

remains to be determined.” 

 “A group recently "stormed" the insurer's HR offices seeking answers. It resulted 

in a series of meetings last week, where company officials tried to calm nerves. 

They told the workers that nothing has been finalized, and a contract with 

Cognizant has not been signed.” 

 “Employees also say the outsourcing may involve other departments outside 

of IT.” 

"Our immediate goal is to prevent them from signing the contract," said a 

second IT worker, and they want to do "whatever is possible." 

"I think we're trying to use the window of opportunity," he said.” 

 “The second IT worker believes the insurer will put itself in a stronger position if it 

works with the employees it has, instead of shifting work to offshore workers.” 
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 “But the contract with Cognizant sounds like it is a done deal, according to 

statement from the company.” 

 “In an email sent Monday, William Lamoreaux, chief operating officer at 

Emblem Health, said: "We are committed to creating a stronger company that 

will provide the best possible service and products for our members. Employees 

impacted by these changes will receive assistance through severance 

packages and retraining opportunities." 

 “Emblem Health, a nonprofit firm, is facing financial difficulty, and the 

employees are aware of it. They are also aware of the trend to offshore 

outsourcing in their industry and others. But they also believe that they could 

update its legacy systems if given the chance.” 

 “The steps toward a shift to outsourcing have been going on for a 

considerable period of time, said employees.” 

 “In October, Emblem Health changed its severance policies, the employees 

said. Now, if an employee is offered a position and doesn't take it, that 

employee will not get severance, the employees said. Employees who are laid 

off do receive severance. The changes are designed to all but force 

employees to take jobs with outsourcing firms.” 

“Cognizant employees have been on-site gathering information. There have 

been preliminary meetings with employees.” 

 “The IT employees said it's been rough working at the firm but they have 

maintained their commitment and have strived to see it succeed. That 

includes working long hours with no bonuses or pay raises, and being on call 

around the clock.” 

"We worked and never missed a milestone," said the first IT worker. "We worked 

80-hour weeks to get these things (systems) up." 

 “One person who believes this type of organizational shift isn't healthy is Dr. 

Billie Blair, an organizational psychologist and author who heads Change 

Strategists, a consulting firm.” 

 “These offshore processes "are heart-wrenching; CFOs have definitely taken 

control of these companies and CFOs and their staffs function by numbers only 

-- they're not people people," said Blair.” 

"The mistake these companies make is that they have no hope their 

outsourced workers [will be] loyal, trustworthy kind of workers, as would a U.S 

citizen," Blair added.” 
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Blair said corporations could do more to better the circumstances for both the 

employees and firm "but they are reticent about taking up the challenge." 

For employees who go through the offshoring process, including knowledge 

transfer, "this kind of stress is very threatening to a person's well-being," said Blair. 

END ARTICLE QUOTE 

Customers of Emblem Health Insurance: time to THINK. Emblem Health 

Insurance has turned over the family jewels to a bunch of South Asian rookies 

that know nothing of health care business rules and technical process; much 

less the software code under the hood. Emblem Health Insurance Customers, 

technical outages and software problems are coming to a theater near you. 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3057581/it-careers/it-employees-at-

emblemhealth-fight-to-save-jobs.html 

ANOTHER DISGRACEFUL CORPORATE ACT THAT WILL NEVER END UNTIL ALL 

AMERICAN WORKERS ARE STRIPPED OF THEIR MIDDLE CLASS STATUS AND CATER 

TO THE 1% CROWD. 

SARA BLACKWELL RELEASES VIDEO OF LOW 

CLASS EMBLEMHEALTH CEO ANNOUNCMENT 

April 18, 2016 at 09:46am 

Super rich American CEO fires Americans. Carly Florina look alike Karen 

Ignagnil has Carly Florina disease. Watching this horror video is sickening. This 

woman was a crapweisal lobbyist before she became CEO - on the job for 

ONE YEAR. She canned here loyal American IT workers and replaced with 

Indian. Witness the CEO twisted logic of greed. 

https://youtu.be/vBRRglkT38Y 

 

  

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3057581/it-careers/it-employees-at-emblemhealth-fight-to-save-jobs.html
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3057581/it-careers/it-employees-at-emblemhealth-fight-to-save-jobs.html
https://youtu.be/vBRRglkT38Y
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SARA BLACKWELL - LOW CLASS EMBLEMHEALTH 

CEO ANNOUNCES LAYOFF ON DAY BEFORE 

PROTEST 

April 20, 2016 at 10:46am 

 

Emblem Health Low Class CEO Announces Layoff on Day before Protest - Talk 

About Heartless and Cruel - Karen Ignagni to NYC IT Workers - Take the FU Train 

- I Get Bonus Check for Manhattan Condo. 

New York Values the 1% and NOT US Workers, What ELSE is NEW?  

Dig this policy: “Some will be offered jobs with Cognizant, but if employees 

refuse to accept a job offer they will lose their severance, said employees.” 

Message to Emblem Health IT Women - BE PREPARED TO WORK WITH ALL 

INDIAN MALE COGNIZANT STAFF.  

I PASTE ENTIRE ARTICLE 
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 “Emblem Health CEO Karen Ignagni told employees Tuesday that "several 

hundred" IT and operations workers will be laid off as a result of a decision to 

hire services firm Cognizant.” 

 “The announcement came just as IT employees at the New York-based insurer 

began an effort to convince the firm not to move the work to an outsourcer.” 

 “Ignagni explained her decision in a video to employees that was posted on 

YouTube by attorney Sara Blackwell. The Florida attorney, who is representing 

displaced Disney IT workers, has been helping the Emblem Health IT employees 

organize.” 

 “The employees are planning a protest around noon today at the company's 

office in New York City.” 

 “But it seems the protest will not yield its desired effect. "This modernization is 

crucial for Emblem's future," said Ignagni, in the video.” 

 “Two employees, in an interview this weekend, said the IT staff was well aware 

of Emblem Health’s effort to move the IT work to Cognizant, a U.S.-based firm 

that is among the largest users of H-1B workers. But the employees also 

believed the contract had not been signed and there was time to convince 

the firm to let its own staff do the work. Ignagni, apparently, rejected the idea.” 

 “On Tuesday -- one day after the employees made their effort public -- the 

company notified them of the layoff.” 

"It is an awful day for hundreds and hundreds of Emblem Health employees in 

New York," wrote Blackwell on her blog. She had been in touch with workers. 

"They are being fired in 90 days. Before they are fired they will have to train their 

foreign replacements." 

 “In the video, Ignagni said that Emblem Health has "come to realize that 

building our own technology would require hundreds of millions of dollars and 

require time that we didn't have." 

 “Ignagni said Cognizant and the technology of its subsidiary, TriZetto Corp., a 

healthcare consulting and software firm, are already widely used in the health 

insurance industry.” 

"This move to a modernized platform will no longer require the level of staffing 

we now have to maintain the old system," Ignagni said. "Several hundred IT 

and operations positions will be eliminated," she said.” 

 “Some will be offered jobs with Cognizant, but if employees refuse to accept a 

job offer they will lose their severance, said employees.” 
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 “In the IT services industry today, both India-based and U.S.-based firms run 

large service centers overseas. The contractors bring in new systems, but they 

also conduct much of the IT work in low-wage regions around the globe. This 

hybrid model -- doing some of the work in the U.S. but some of it overseas -- 

helps cut costs, as does the elimination of U.S. employees. This business model 

relies heavily on the use of H-1B workers.” 

END ARTICLE PASTE 

POS Emblem Health you make Disney look good, if that is possible. 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3059256/it-careers/rejecting-

employees-pleas-emblemhealth-ceo-sets-major-it-layoff.html 

SARA BLACKWELL - NYC IT WORKERS MADE 

STREET PROTEST HISTORY  

April 20, 2016 at 11:46am 

 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3059256/it-careers/rejecting-employees-pleas-emblemhealth-ceo-sets-major-it-layoff.html
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3059256/it-careers/rejecting-employees-pleas-emblemhealth-ceo-sets-major-it-layoff.html
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Emblem Health Security Thugs Hover Over 25 IT Protesters - What are you 

AFRAID of Emblem Health? After ALL U HAVE Public Opinion Your Side - 

&*%&F*U(#$ 

US IT Workers Made History Protester Today - Congratulations You Took the BIG 

FU from Wiesel Ding $$$ Bing and the Jersey Boys 

I PASTE ENTIRE ARTICLE 

 “In midtown Manhattan Wednesday, around 25 Emblem Health IT employees 

and their supporters held a protest over the firm's decision to shift work to IT 

services firm Cognizant.” 

 “On the sidewalks next to Emblem Health’s midtown offices, they yelled 

"Protect U.S. jobs," "Keep jobs in the U.S.A." and, to the people passing by: "It's 

our jobs now, your jobs next." They waved signs and slowly moved along.” 

 “The IT employees gathered for the protest outside St. Michael's Church on 

34th Street near 9th Avenue, across from Emblem Health’s office.” 

 “A small contingent of plainclothes security, dressed in suits, watched. There 

was never any tension or reason for security to become animated. There were 

a few moments of humor, particularly when everyone made way for a tiny, 

sunglasses-wearing poodle on a leash that walked by with its owner.” 

 “What is remarkable is that there was a public protest. IT employees faced 

with job loss over outsourcing usually keep their anger in the background. But 

the Emblem Health employees feel betrayed, and misled by management.” 

 “One IT employee said the feeling is that the technical staff is being made to 

suffer because of bad decision making by the firm's management.” 

"Why did they keep all the upper management?" this employee asked. "You 

kept the people who sunk the ship." 

 “Emblem Health CEO Karen Ignagni told employees on Tuesday that "several 

hundred" IT and operations workers will be laid off as a result of a decision to 

hire services firm Cognizant. Labor attorney Sara Blackwell, who helped to 

organize the protest, posted the video on YouTube.” 

 “The picture that Ignagni painted in the video is that the firm didn't have the 

money or the staff to modernize and automate its IT platform, a claim the 

workers disagree with.” 

 “But the IT workers have no choice in the matter.” 
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 “For those employees who are laid off and are rebadged to Cognizant, there's 

no guarantee of a career, just a short-term job. One employee said he was 

offered a two-year contract with Cognizant, but in this contract Cognizant has 

the right to relocate him to another site. He has children and can't afford to 

take a position that might require a very long commute.” 

 “One IT employee felt lied to by the company.” 

 “Even as it was negotiating a contract with Cognizant, employees were told 

by the CEO to "hang in there" and told things would improve. The goal, this 

employee said, was to encourage employees not to abandon the firm.” 

END ARTICLE PASTE 

TODAY APRIL 20, 2016 WILL GO DOWN IN HISTORY AS THE FIRST OF MANY IT 

PROTESTERS TO COME. SO HELP ME CODE. 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3059460/it-careers/feeling-angry-and-

betrayed-it-workers-mount-protest.html 

  

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3059460/it-careers/feeling-angry-and-betrayed-it-workers-mount-protest.html
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3059460/it-careers/feeling-angry-and-betrayed-it-workers-mount-protest.html
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SARA BLACKWELL – NYC PRO BONO HEROINE! 

April 22, 2016 at 11:46am 

 

Sara Blackwell - NYC Moments are Many and Marvelous as She Organized and 

Staged First Ever Street Protest - THE WHOLE WORLD IS WATCHING! 

ENTER Vito Gigante QUOTE: 

 “Vito Gigante’s first inkling that trouble was afoot at Emblem Health came 

three weeks ago, when the tech worker was asked to attend a meeting with 

employees of Cognizant, a Teaneck, N.J., IT services and outsourcing 

consultant.” 

 “All of a sudden we were given invites to meetings to transfer knowledge 

base,” he said. "They didn’t say why, they didn’t say who, we were just told to 

start doing it. It was done very covertly." 

Then on Tuesday, the full picture of what was happening became clear. He 

was among 250 employees issued lay-off notices.  The news landed in 
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everyone’s inboxes in the form of a video from Emblem Health CEO Karen 

Ignagni. 

ENTER SARA BLACKWELL - Emblem Health HITS THE PANIC BUTTON. 

 “The way in which Emblem went about the layoffs left many former employees 

angry. They have turned to Florida labor attorney Sara Blackwell to fight the 

changes. Blackwell, who has represented workers around the country whose 

jobs have been outsourced, said she became involved last week. She has 

fought a string of these battles around the country with employees of 

companies, including life insurers New York Life and MassMutual. Her work 

received national attention when Blackwell represented ex-Disney employees 

who claimed in a lawsuit that Disney, which also used Cognizant, replaced 

current workers with foreign H1-B visa holders, the New York Times reported. She 

uploaded Ignagni’s video to YouTube with the title, “Super rich American CEO 

fires Americans.” 

 “Looking back, Gigante said, those first meetings with Cognizant 

foreshadowed Tuesday’s events. After Blackwell became involved last week, 

Emblem moved quickly.” 

 “It all points to this being rushed at the last minute to get this out,” Gigante 

said. “They weren’t prepared.” 

 “Employees received the emailed video from Ignagni and an invite to either a 

3 p.m. or 3:30 p.m. meeting; attendees of the latter meeting were let go. In the 

presence of human resources personnel, William Lamoreaux, Emblem’s chief 

operating officer, delivered the news via teleconference from the insurer’s 

headquarters at 55 Water St.” 

 “Gigante has worked for Emblem for nine years. While frustrated by how 

workers were told about the new contract, he was ultimately accepted a role 

with Cognizant.” 

 “I have three sons, two with autism, and I’m not in a position to say I don’t 

want the job. These are the intangibles management doesn’t see,” he said.” 

 “Blackwell, however, led about two dozen Emblem Health employees on a 

protest in front of the insurer’s Ninth Avenue office on Wednesday afternoon. 

She wore a crème-colored blazer adorned with a flag pin and donned 

oversize sunglasses. A string of pearls hung around her neck. The labor attorney 

from Sarasota, Fla., passed out materials from the advocacy group Protect U.S. 

Workers. "Protect U.S. Workers is dedicated to victims who were displaced by 

foreign workers, advocates who want America to protect and care for the 

American workers and for those who fear for the future of the American dream 

of Americans," read a pamphlet passed out at Tuesday’s protest.” 
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 “At an Orlando, Fla., rally earlier this year, Blackwell introduced Republican 

presidential candidate Donald Trump, and is now running for a vacant seat in 

the Florida House of Representatives, the (Sarasota) Herald-Tribune reported 

earlier this month.” 

 “In an interview, Blackwell said she sets up conference calls to answer workers' 

questions and reviews their severance agreements for free. She pays out-of-

pocket for plane tickets to protests; and plans to be in Chicago later this week 

to protest in front of Abbott Labs. Blackwell said she plans to create a nonprofit 

to further her work and attract private funding.” 

 “I just do this because when you know what I know and see what I see and 

what I hear every day, all day long, it’s awful,” she said. “I do it because I care 

and I love this country.” 

EXIT SARA BLACKWELL - PRO BONO HEROINE! 

Sara Blackwell you are an IT professionals dream come true!!! 

http://www.crainsnewyork.com/article/20160421/HEALTH_CARE/160429976 

http://www.crainsnewyork.com/article/20160421/HEALTH_CARE/160429976
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SARA BLACKWELL – CHICAGO MEMORIAL FOR 

AMERICAN WORKER EVENT ORGANIZER 

 

The event was well attended and featured Michelle Malkin and John Miano 

and the emergence of IT Hero Marco. Various speeches were made – two 

months later the New Your Times published the Abbott Labs layoff policy of 

muzzling IT workers of their freedom of speech.   
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SARA BLACKWELL – AT CHICAGO WITH MICHELLE 

AND THE GANG 

April 30, 2016 at 11:46am 

 

Michelle Malkin to US Companies - “Looking for STEM engineers, look under the 

bus you ran over them…”  She says pardon my fucking French.   

Michelle Malkin gave a passionate speech in response to the tangible and all 

too familiar suffering of the gathered workers. 

https://youtu.be/H4c4PNQ-Cy8 

It was the end of the road for hundreds of Abbott Labs employees who were 

laid off, replaced by foreign workers.  Rebel Pundit Media Rocks! 

To mark the somber occasion, Michelle Malkin joined organizer Sara Blackwell 

in a small gathering of former Abbott employees and others effected by HB1 

assault on American workers. 

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/04/killing-american-worker-michelle-

malkin-abbott-labs-layoffs/ 

https://youtu.be/H4c4PNQ-Cy8
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/04/killing-american-worker-michelle-malkin-abbott-labs-layoffs/
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/04/killing-american-worker-michelle-malkin-abbott-labs-layoffs/
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Michelle Malkin to US Companies - “Looking for STEM engineers, look under the 

bus you drove over them…”  She says pardon my fucking French.   

 

SARA BLACKWELL’S MAGICAL WHIRLWIND TOUR 

May 18, 2016 at 10:45am 

 

Sara Blackwell’s Magical Whirlwind Tour - Will a Call to Duty Result in a RICO 

Lawsuit Victory of Unprecedented Historical Proportions? 

Sara Blackwell went to court this week. The Indian Mafia and RICO Mouse 

submitted a motion to dismiss the case based on the precedent that RICO 

cases are not relevant to an employment discrimination case. We all know that 

Disney and HCL spoke and collaborated to break the laws in regard to the 

training and replacement of Disney IT workers.  

Will the judge allow the case to be heard? That is the Question. If it goes to jury, 

the case will be settled out of court. The jury members have jobs and they see 

the writing on the jury room walls. 

I QUOTE the ENTIRE Magical Call to Duty: 

 “Sarasota attorney Sara Blackwell, with a specialty in insurance, personal injury 

defense and employment law, read a stunning story in the New York Times in 

early June 2015.  

Dozens of Orlando-based Disney employees were allegedly laid off and their 

jobs were shifted to immigrants holding temporary visas, according to the story. 
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Even more stunning: Some employees, the story states, were required to train 

their replacements to do the jobs from which they had just been booted.” 

 “I thought, ‘Wow, that’s a discrimination case if I’ve ever seen one,’” Blackwell 

says. “This is horrible. It’s as if American workers have become second-class 

citizens.” 

 “Blackwell called the reporter and asked if any of the people laid off had an 

attorney. She left her name and contact information. An hour later she 

received a call from one of the former employees, who worked in IT. “I 

immediately took his case at no cost,” Blackwell says. “ 

 “Blackwell has since been on a 11-month whirlwind — she introduced Donald 

Trump at an Orlando rally — driven by what’s become a niche cause: trying to 

stop companies, mostly big businesses, from abusing H-1B visas as a way to get 

cheap labor at the expense of Americans. “I had no idea this was a business 

model actually happening in this country,” says Blackwell.” 

 “Disney denies the allegations. “These lawsuits are completely and utterly 

baseless,” Disney spokeswoman Kim Prunty says. “The fact is, that since our 

reorganization, Disney Parks has hired more than 170 U.S. IT workers, and is 

currently recruiting candidates to fill over 100 more IT positions. Additionally, we 

also rehired more than 100 workers affected by the reorganization into other 

roles in the company.” 

 “With the notoriety from the Disney case, Blackwell now represents up to 100 

people nationwide in similar discrimination complaints filed with Equal 

Employment Opportunity Commission. She also says she’s reviewed documents 

and severance agreements with hundreds of others.” 

 “These cases are pro bono, says Blackwell, who created a website, 

protectusworkers.org for the work. The site has a donate button, and Blackwell 

plans to register it as a formal nonprofit.” 

 “Even with the attention, these cases have been a blessing and a curse for 

Blackwell. Her private practice, which she started in January 2015 after working 

at firms in Tampa and Sarasota for about four years, is mostly on hold. “ 

 “On the other hand, Blackwell has traveled nationwide and spoken about 

these cases at numerous rallies and events, many supported by Tea Party or 

Republican backed groups. There have been several appearances with Trump 

— she’s neutral on his candidacy, she says, but supports his position on H-1B 

visa reform — and numerous national radio and TV interviews.” 

 “There was also a short-lived campaign for the Florida House District 72 seat, 

which represents north Sarasota County. Blackwell entered the race April 5, as 
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a Republican. A registered Independent until late 2015, Blackwell exited the 

race April 22, when she learned she hadn’t been a registered Republican long 

enough.” 

 “Blackwell believes these cases should be party-neutral, despite it skewing one 

direction. “I’m not pushing Republican or Democrat on this,” says Blackwell. 

“I’ve always had an American pride in me, but I was never political. My issue is 

American vs. anti-American.” 

 “Her other issue is deciding what strategy to use to take on big companies in 

the H-1B visa cases. In one lawsuit Blackwell contends Disney and the 

outsourcing firm it worked with, HCL, colluded and conspired to displace 

American workers in “a pattern of racketeering activity,” court records state. 

Blackwell argues Disney and HCL should be held liable for the firings under 

Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act statutes normally used to 

prosecute the Mafia and drug rings.” 

 “The RICO allegations, Blackwell concedes, are a long shot. Disney has until 

late May to file responses to the case, and attempt to have the lawsuit 

dismissed. “It’s a novel idea,” she says. “A lot of people say I can’t win doing 

this. But I say I can’t win unless I try.” 

I END QUOTE: 

Sara Blackwell - You went PRO Bono for the IT Workers and all American 

Workers. You are a rare individual in our greed-laced society. YOU HAVE 

MORAL PRINCIPALS.  

http://www.businessobserverfl.com/section/detail/call-of-duty/ 

Bravo Bravo! Standing Ovation Applause Applause!!! 

SARA BLACKWELL TWEETED AN INTERESTING 

ARTICLE  

May 20, 2016 at 10:45am 

Sara Blackwell Tweeted This: H-1B Foreign Workers Are Destroying Merrimack 

Valley Economy  

http://valleypatriot.com/h-1b-foreign-workers-are-destroying-merrimack-valley-

economy/  

INTERESTING ARTICLE 

http://www.businessobserverfl.com/section/detail/call-of-duty/
http://valleypatriot.com/h-1b-foreign-workers-are-destroying-merrimack-valley-economy/
http://valleypatriot.com/h-1b-foreign-workers-are-destroying-merrimack-valley-economy/
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SARA BLACKWELL FUNERAL MARCH @ MASS IN 

MASS ASS OF CHUSETTS 

June 1, 2016 at 11:42am 

 

COMPUTERWORLD OBITUARY NOTICE: MASSIVE IT MassMutual Dead IT Worker 

Funeral March - Mental Breakdown and Humiliation Play Out in one the most 

Cruel Acts of Barbarity Seen and Felt in the Annals of Corporate America KT 

Cubicle Hell.  

The treatment of MassMutual Financial Group IT workers in the training of their 

replacements on way to the coffin of unemployment is a death camp of 

misery and mental breakdown. Indian H-1Bs follows and shadows and records 

every moment of the IT Dead Worker Walking.  

It is Orwellian, ‘knowledge transfer’ is now called ‘transitioning knowledge’. 

I QUOTE THE SCENE: 
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 “The IT layoffs at MassMutual Financial Group will happen over a period of 

many months, and it's going to be painful for employees.” 

 “Employees say they are training overseas workers via Web conferencing 

sessions. There are contractors in the office as well, some of whom may be 

working on temporary H-1B visas. Employees say they notice more foreign 

workers in the hallways.” 

 “The employees are angry but can't show it. A loss of composure, anything 

other than quiet acquiescence, means risking two weeks of severance pay for 

each year on the job. But maintaining composure is hard to do.” 

"I know a few people that are probably close to a breakdown," said one IT 

employee.” 

A second IT employee described the emotional impact of the layoffs on 

employees in this way: "It's like a never-ending funeral." 

"The whole process is very dehumanizing," said the second IT employee at 

MassMutual.” 

 “Blackwell sent the company a letter, on behalf of an organization she heads 

called Protecting U.S. Workers, attempting to dissuade MassMutual from its 

course of action. It did not respond to her letter. Blackwell wrote, in part, 

"Come out as an American insurance company who stands with the 

Americans, not against them” 

I END THE SCENE: 

I have read many Patrick Thibodeau reports over the years, this is a well written 

article that describes the landscape of IT Hell like no other. It gets worse and 

worse and worse.  

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3077302/it-careers/it-layoffs-at-

insurance-firm-are-a-never-ending-funeral.html 

 

 

  

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3077302/it-careers/it-layoffs-at-insurance-firm-are-a-never-ending-funeral.html
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3077302/it-careers/it-layoffs-at-insurance-firm-are-a-never-ending-funeral.html
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ABBOTT LABS IN NEW YORK TIMES BRINGS 

MARCO AND CREW TO FORE FRONT!  

June 12, 2016 at 11:42am 

 

New York Times - Marco Refused to be Zipped Lipped and Bound and Gagged 

by Abbott Labs - IT People Now Speaking Out.  Non-disparagement clauses 

and H1B layoffs are the Corporate Rage of Greed Designed to Destroy the IT 

Middle Class in this Country. 

IT WORKER WITH DISABLED CHILD IS TOLD TO STFU - PROCEEDS TO WRITE 90-

PAGE TRAINING MANUAL OR ELSE no $$$.  

IT People Quoted: 

 “It is very frustrating that you can’t share your story with the public,” said one 

former Abbott manager, who had worked for the company for 13 years, rising 

to an important supervisory position. He had prepared a 90-page manual for 
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his foreign replacements showing how to perform every detail of his work. With 

a disabled child who requires medical care, he said he had to take his 

severance and its nondisparagement clause, since it extended his medical 

benefits. So he asked to remain anonymous.” 

 “Mr. Peña said his choice cost him at least $10,000 in severance pay. But on an 

April evening after he walked out of Abbott’s tree-lined campus here for the 

last time, he spent a few hours in a local bar at a gathering organized by 

technology worker advocates, speaking his mind about a job he had loved 

and lost.” 

 “I just didn’t feel right about signing,” Mr. Peña said. “The clauses were pretty 

blanket. I felt like they were eroding my rights.” 

 

“Mr. Peña said he could afford to turn down his severance payment because 

he is single and has no children. “I was the only one with the ability to put my 

foot down,” he said.” 
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 “He received consistently positive work reviews, and a merit raise weeks 

before his layoff, he said. With no indication that poor performance was a 

factor, he believed it was a measure to cut costs.” 

 “Anything that had to deal with technology and resolving problems, that was 

my satisfaction, my passion,” Mr. Peña said. “But these days that has no 

bearing on the decision making of the executives in the higher positions.” 

END QUOTES 

The New York Times was apparently at the Chicago event as the PHOTOS in 

the article prove. Thank You Julia Preston and NYT for EMPATHY that is so 

lacking in other MSM outlets on this critical issue. Sara Blackwell triumphs again!  

THIS ARTICLE READS LIKE COMPUTER WORLD DIGEST. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/12/us/laid-off-americans-required-to-zip-lips-

on-way-out-grow-bolder.html 

 

  

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/12/us/laid-off-americans-required-to-zip-lips-on-way-out-grow-bolder.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/12/us/laid-off-americans-required-to-zip-lips-on-way-out-grow-bolder.html
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SARA BLACKWELL ACTIONS LEAD TO NEW YORK 

TIMES EDITORIAL 

June 16, 2016 at 11:42am 

 

New York Times EDITORIAL: Corporate America Gag and Bound Orders Mute IT 

Workers - Silence is Oink Oink $$$ - Begs Congress to Close Loopholes - 

NYTimes has a sense of decency unseen in other media institutions. 

 “There is no doubt that H-1B visas — temporary work permits for specially 

talented foreign professionals — are instead being used by American 

employers to replace American workers with cheaper foreign labor. Abbott 

Laboratories, the health care conglomerate based in Illinois, recently became 

the latest large American company to use the visas in this way, following the 

lead of other employers, including Southern California Edison, Northeast Utilities 

(now Eversource Energy), Disney, Toys “R” Us and New York Life.” 
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 “Technology workers from Abbott Laboratories gathered in April at a North 

Chicago bar after the company laid off about 150 of them. Credit Joshua Lott 

for The New York Times 

The visas are supposed to be used only to hire college-educated foreigners in 

“specialty occupations” requiring “highly specialized knowledge,” and only 

when such hiring will not depress prevailing wages. But in many cases, laid-off 

American workers have been required to train their lower-paid replacements.” 

 “Lawmakers from both parties have denounced the visa abuse, but it is 

increasingly widespread, mainly because of loopholes in the law. For example, 

in most instances, companies that hire H-1B workers are not required to recruit 

Americans before hiring from overseas. Similarly, companies are able to skirt 

the rules for using H-1B workers by outsourcing the actual hiring of those workers 

to Tata, Infosys and other temporary staffing firms, mostly based in India.” 

 “Criticism of the visa process has been muted, and reform has moved slowly, 

partly because laid-off American workers — mostly tech employees replaced 

by Indian guest workers — have not loudly protested. Their reticence does not 

mean acceptance or even resignation. As explained in The Times on Sunday 

by Julia Preston, most of the displaced workers had to sign agreements 

prohibiting them from criticizing their former employers as a condition of 

receiving severance pay. The gag orders have largely silenced the laid-off 

employees, while allowing the employers to publicly defend their actions as 

legal, which is technically accurate, given the loopholes in the law.” 

 “The conversation, however, is changing. Fourteen former tech workers at 

Abbott, including one who forfeited a chunk of severance pay rather than sign 

a so-called nondisparagement agreement, have filed federal claims with the 

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission saying they were discriminated 

against because of their ages and American citizenship. Tech workers from 

Disney have filed federal lawsuits accusing the company and two global 

outsourcing firms of colluding to supplant Americans with H-1B workers. Former 

employees of Eversource Energy have also begun to challenge their 

severance-related gag orders by publicly discussing their dismissals and 

replacement by foreign workers on H-1B and other visas.” 

 “Congressional leaders of both parties have questioned the 

nondisparagement agreements. Bipartisan legislation in the Senate would 

revise visa laws to allow former employees to protest their layoffs. Beyond that, 

what Congress really needs to do is close the loopholes that allow H-1B 

abuses.” 
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EVERYBODY IS AGAINST H1B ABUSE - NOBODY DOES ANYTHING ABOUT IT - HOLD 

ON - THE DC SILICON VALLEY $$$ Bags have JUST ARRIVED to CAPITOL HILL IN A 

LIMO.  

WE HAVE A FUNDRAISER AT THE CAPITAL GRILL TODAY.  

Waiter, can I have that IT Worker Medium Rare? 

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/16/opinion/visa-abuses-harm-american-

workers.html 

 

SARA BLACKWELL VIDEO SEZ GREED KILLS 

June 16, 2016 at 11:42am 

 

Sara Blackwell - Greed Kills - In a Powerful Wake Up Call - Sara Calls out Greed 

America Inc. and their Destruction of American Worker Lives 

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/16/opinion/visa-abuses-harm-american-workers.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/16/opinion/visa-abuses-harm-american-workers.html
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The video is a REALITY CHECK, the present and future is this = NO JOBS NO LIFE 

NO FUTURE.  

https://youtu.be/x2qZsSGftQM 

 

SARA BLACKWELL SMELLS AN OUTSOURCING RAT 

@ UNUM CHO CHO PAIN TRAIN 

June 16, 2016 at 11:42am 

 

NUMB @ UNUM - IT Workers Smell an Outsourcing Rat, Contacts Sara, Blackwell 

does a preemptive strike to Protect US Workers, She Blogs, The Chattanooga 

Cho Cho Newspaper Calls Out UNUM on their Practices.  

This is the way it should be done, IT workers sniff out a layoff in the works. They 

call Sara Blackwell, she is on the case, she calls the Cho Cho press, they put 

the pressure on.  Now the Local and Media Pressure is on CIO Kate Miller. 

QUOTE NOTABLE: 

https://youtu.be/x2qZsSGftQM
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 “The IT employees at Unum Group, a Chattanooga, Tenn.-based insurer, are 

alert to the possibility that their employer may shift work to an offshore 

outsourcing firm. The employees don't know much yet, but they know enough 

to be alarmed -- and a letter sent out last week by the CIO did little to change 

that.” 

 “The news about Unum, which reported nearly $11 billion in revenues last year, 

originated in a recent blog post by Sara Blackwell, a labor attorney in Florida 

who represents former Disney IT workers in a lawsuit after that firm replaced 

them with offshore outsourcer workers. Some of the replacements were on H-1B 

visas.” 

 “Blackwell claims that several hundred IT employees are at risk of being laid-

off or rebadged with an IT services contractor. A Chattanooga newspaper, the 

Times Free Press, reported last week on the possibility and included Unum's 

response. The firm calls Blackwell's claims speculation and hearsay.” 

Even so, an IT employee at Unum said the local newspaper report was true, 

and said workers haven't been told much except that management is looking 

at the possibility of outsourcing IT jobs -- and others -- to cut costs. "I don't 

understand why they are looking to outsource when the company is doing 

well," the employee said. 

After the Times Free Press story appeared, Unum CIO Kate Miller sent a letter to 

IT employees. She wrote that the company is looking at a "few areas within IT 

that have been identified as having potential for increased leverage of 

external partners." 

Unum is still "in the evaluation process," Miller wrote, stressing that no decision 

would made for a couple of months. 

 “Miller's letter, which was seen by Computerworld, described the firm's 

approach in using "external partners" and said it wasn't a new development.  

"In certain cases, external partnerships can help us deliver better capabilities 

faster and allow our people to focus on the areas where we can have the 

greatest impact," wrote Miller.” 

"Unum is committed to a strong IT function and organization driven primarily by 

our own employees," she wrote.   

 “Computerworld sought an interview with Miller, but a company 

spokeswoman declined the request. Miller was appointed CIO in 2013, and 

had previously worked in Washington as associate CIO of applications 

development for the Internal Revenue Service.” 
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 “David Lewis, president and CEO of Operations Inc, a Norwalk, Conn.-based 

human resources consulting firm, argued that Unum is now doing damage 

control.” 

"I would expect that, no matter what Unum leadership has to say, the damage 

has been done, and the employees as such are not trusting of any messages 

to the contrary," said Lewis.” 

END NOTABLE: 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3086932/it-careers/it-workers-at-tenn-

insurer-on-edge-amid-outsourcing-rumors.html 

 

SARA BLACKWELL YOU STEPPED UP AND THE 

WHOLE WORLD WATCHED WITH AMAZEMENT – 

YOU ARE AN IT HERO FOR THE AGES! 

 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3086932/it-careers/it-workers-at-tenn-insurer-on-edge-amid-outsourcing-rumors.html
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3086932/it-careers/it-workers-at-tenn-insurer-on-edge-amid-outsourcing-rumors.html

